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ISUMMARY
In this study we have investigated possible differences in the attentional
functions of individuals characterized by a different hypnotic susceptibility.
Hypnotic susceptibility or hypnotizability refers to an individual trait, confined
only to about 10-15% of healthy alert individuals that make them able to
accept suggestions and modify their conscious experience accordingly.
In the recent research on experimental hypnosis the notion of attention as
an integral, determining aspect of the hypnotic process has been largely
pointed out. However, it is still controversial whether, out of hypnosis,
attentional processing of high hypnotizable individuals (highs, H) is different
from that of low hypnotizable subjects (lows, L).
The first part of this thesis was designed to investigate the relationship
between hypnotic susceptibility and attention functions by studying the effects
of manipulation of attention on the performance of awake individuals with
different susceptibility to hypnosis, engaged in two tasks in the visual domain.
In the first task, designed to investigate the relationship between
hypnotizability and executive control components of attention in the spatial
domain, we chose the Attention Network Test (ANT) that enables to analyze
alerting, orienting and executive control functions by measuring reaction times
(RTs) to targets cued for different locations in space. According to Posner
theory, alerting, orienting and executive control effects were found in both
groups. No differences between highly susceptible and low susceptible
individuals on executive control functions were found. However, in highs
alerting was significantly smaller than in lows and highs were significantly faster
than lows in the no- and central-cue conditions. These findings suggest that
highs would be endowed with a basal higher efficiency in achieving and
maintaining their readiness to respond to incoming stimuli. This relation
between hypnotizability and alerting, is discussed in terms of a possible more
efficient noradrenergic activity driven by frontal attentional systems.
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In the second task we investigated the effects of manipulation of attention
on perceptual implicit memory in highs and lows. Possible differences between
them were assessed by measuring priming in a full-attention word-stem
completion task (WSCT) and in two tasks with colored words in which attention
was directed, respectively, to the color and to both color and word. Despite no
significant differences in priming were found between highs and lows in none of
the 3 attention conditions, highs showed shorter reaction times than lows in the
study-phase in full attention and reported a great interference of word reading
on color naming. RTs results are in line with ANT finding and support the
hypothesis of hypnotizability-related differences in the arousal component of
attention. In addition, highs’ self reports of great interferences during diverted
and divided-attention tasks suggest hypnotic trait differences in conflict-related
executive functions.
Since the previous two tasks revealed highs ’ ability to exhibit good
performances with lower costs in response time than lows, we hypothesized
that highs’ performances on attention visual tasks could be less affected by
time constraints than lows. In order to verify this issue we planned another
experiment aimed to analyse the temporal dynamics of visual attention in
highs and lows by means of the Attentional Blink (AB) task. The AB refers to
the transient dropping in detection accuracy of a probe that is embedded in a
stream of rapid serial visual stimuli (RSVP), when it follows the identification of
a previous target (conditional detection). Both groups exhibited AB effects
similar in amplitude and shape and made the same number of false positive
errors. However, during simple detection of the probe, highs accuracy was
better than that of lows. This finding indicates that visual detection in highs is
likely less affected than in lows by time constraints that limit the access to the
attentional resources. In addition, during the conditional task, when Probe
detection is associated to Target identification, scores on Target identification
were lower in highs than in lows, and this difference was significant at
intermediate lags. This effect suggests a greater difficulty of highs than lows
when engaged in dual tasks and is in accord with previous findings that
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indicated strong conflict effects in highs during tasks that require attending
simultaneously to different characteristics of a target stimulus.
In conclusion, these findings suggest that hypnotizability-related differences
can also involve the dynamics of attentional processes.
In the last part of the thesis we presented the initial results of a
psychophysiological study designed to investigate possible differences between
highs and lows in the early perceptual processing of visual and auditory stimuli
during a series of RTs tasks. In particular, we showed Priming and RTs results
obtained during a word-stem completion task (WSCT) in full-attention. The
experimental paradigm was similar to that previously used except for the
words that were presented through the auditory channel. During the study
phase of WSCT we also recorded EEG to obtain Event-related potentials (ERPs)
associated to the processing of words. Despite results are just preliminary, due
to the small sample of subjects, priming and RTs data seemed different from
those obtained in the visual domain. In fact, in highs the priming effect scores
were greater than those found in lows while no differences were found in RTs.
As concern ERPs, analysis of peak latency and amplitude of P100, N170, P200
and N400 waves indicated that highs and lows exhibited different latencies,
amplitudes and hemispheric distribution during the early phase of word
processing.

VRIASSUNTO
In questo lavoro abbiamo studiato le capacità attentive di individui con
diversa suscettibilità all’ipnosi allo scopo di evidenziare possibili differenze
legate al tratto ipnotico.
La suscettibilità ipnotica fa riferimento ad un tratto individuale, presente
all’incirca nel 10-15% degli individui sani, che li rende capaci di accettare
suggestioni modificando, conseguentemente, le loro esperienze coscienti.
Recentemente, nell’ambito dell’ipnosi sperimentale il concetto che
l’ipnotizzabilità sia strettamente legata a particolari caratteristiche attentive dei
soggetti è ormai largamente condiviso. Tuttavia, è ancora dibattuto se, durante
la veglia, il sistema attentivo dei soggetti altamente suscettibili all’ipnosi
(highs, H) sia effettivamente più efficiente rispetto a quello dei soggetti non
suscettibili (lows, L).
La prima parte di questa tesi ha cercato di studiare l’esistenza di una
relazione tra suscettibilità ipnotica e funzioni attentive, concentrandosi sugli
effetti della manipolazione dell’attenzione durante test di attenzione visiva
effettuati su individui svegli con diversi livelli di ipnotizzabilità.
Nel primo esperimento è stato studiata la possibile relazione tra
ipnotizzabilità e attenzione spaziale mediante l’Attention Network Test (ANT).
Questo test permette di valutare separatamente le componenti di allerta,
orientamento e controllo esecutivo dell’attenzione spaziale per mezzo della
misurazione dei tempi di reazione. I risultati dell’analisi hanno mostrato che le
tre componenti del sistema attentivo sono presenti sia negli highs che nei lows.
Anche se non è stata trovata nessuna differenza tra highs e lows nel controllo
esecutivo, i risultati hanno tuttavia indicato una differenza significativa per
quanto riguarda l’ allerta. Nel loro insieme i risultati hanno mostrato che gli
highs presentano un livello basale di arousal o allerta più elevato rispetto ai
soggetti non ipnotizzabili che consentirebbe loro di essere più rapidi
nell’esecuzione del compito spaziale. Questa interazione tra ipnotizzabilità e
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allerta viene discussa in termini di una possibile interazione tra regioni frontali
e locus coeruleus (LC).
Nel secondo esperimento abbiamo studiato gli effetti della manipolazione
dell’attenzione sulla memoria implicita di highs e lows. La memoria implicita
veniva misurata valutando l’effetto priming in soggetti sottoposti a un test di
completamento di radici di parole (Word Stem Completion Task, WSCT) in tre
diverse condizioni sperimentali: una condizione di controllo, in cui i soggetti
dovevano porre attenzione solo alle parole (full-attention task), più altre due
condizioni dove venivano utilizzate parole colorate e l’attenzione andava
direzionata rispettivamente verso il colore oppure sia sul colore che sulla parola
(diverted, divided-attention task). Nonostante non siano state riscontrate
differenze nell’effetto priming dei due gruppi in nessuna delle tre condizioni
sperimentali, gli highs mostravano tempi di reazione (RTs) più rapidi rispetto ai
lows durante la fase di studio in condizione di full-attention. Gli highs inoltre
riportavano un elevato livello di interferenza del colore sulla lettura della
parola. I risultati dei RTs sono in linea con quelli ottenuti nell’ANT e sostengono
l’ipotesi di una possibile differenza legata all’ipnotizzabilità nella componente di
allerta dell’attenzione.
L’effetto di interferenza riportato dagli highs durante le condizioni
sperimentali di diverted e divided-attention suggeriscono inoltre la presenza di
differenze legate al tratto ipnotico nelle funzioni esecutive durante compiti
doppi.
Dato che nei due esperimenti precedenti gli highs effettuavano buone
performance con un minor costo nei tempi di risposta rispetto ai lows, abbiamo
ipotizzato che la performance degli highs nei compiti di attenzione visiva
potesse risentire in misura minore degli effetti di eventuali limitazioni
temporali. Al fine di verificare quest’ipotesi abbiamo pianificato un altro
esperimento con lo scopo di analizzare le dinamiche temporali dell’attenzione
visiva in highs e lows utilizzando l’Attentional Blink (AB) test.
L’AB fa riferimento alla condizione di transitoria cecità attenzionale nella
detezione di uno stimolo “probe” inserito in una sequenza rapida di stimoli
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(RSVP), se la probe è preceduta dall’identificazione di un altro stimolo “target”
(T1) (detezione condizionale).
Entrambi i gruppi mostravano un effetto AB simile sia in ampiezza che
forma, e lo stesso numero di errori (falsi positivi). E’ interessante notare che
durante la detezione semplice della probe, l’accuratezza degli highs era
maggiore rispetto a quella dei lows. Questo dato potrebbe indicare che la
capacità di detezione visiva degli highs risentiva meno delle limitazioni
temporali nell’utilizzo delle risorse attentive, rispetto ai lows. Inoltre, durante il
compito condizionale, quando la detezione della probe era legata
all’identificazione del T1, il punteggio degli highs per quanto riguardava
l’dentificazione del T1 era minore rispetto a quello ottenuto dai lows, e questa
differenza diventava significativa per distanze intermedie tra probe e T1.
Quest’effetto suggerisce una maggiore difficoltà degli highs rispetto ai lows nei
compiti doppi ed è in linea con lo studio sul priming che evidenziava un effetto
di elevato conflitto negli highs durante compiti che richiedevano di porre
simultaneamente l’attenzione a più caratteristiche di uno stimolo target.
In conclusione, questi risultati suggeriscono che le differenze legate
all’ipnotizzabilità possono interessare anche le dinamiche del processamento
attentivo.
Per quanto riguarda l’ultima parte della tesi presentiamo i risultati iniziali di
uno studio psicofisiologico, mirato ad indagare le possibili differenze tra highs e
lows a partire dalle fasi più precoci dell’elaborazione degli stimoli visivi e
uditivi, mediante l’impiego di test con tempi di reazione e registrazione dei
potenziali evento-correlati (ERPs).
In particolare vengono presentati i risultati iniziali ottenuti durante un WSCT
in condizione di full attention, con misura dei tempi di reazione durante la fase
di studio. Il paradigma sperimentale era simile a quello descritto
precedentemente, tranne per il fatto che le parole venivano presentate tramite
il canale uditivo. Durante la fase di studio del WSCT abbiamo anche registrato
l’EEG per ottenere ERPs associati al processamento delle parole. Nonostante i
risultati preliminari, a causa del piccolo campione di soggetti finora utilizzato, i
dati sull’effetto priming e i tempi di reazione risultavano diversi rispetto a quelli
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ottenuti nel campo visivo. L’effetto priming degli highs era infatti maggiore
rispetto a quello misurato nei lows, mentre non è stata trovata nessuna
differenza nei RTs. L’analisi effettuata sulle componenti prese in considerazione
(P100, N170, P200 e N400) ha indicato che durante la fase precoce del
processamento delle parole highs e lows presentavano differenze nella latenza,
nell’ampiezza e nella distribuzione emisferica di queste componenti.
INTRODUCTION
"Close your eyes and begin to relax. Take a deep breath, and
let it out slowly. Concentrate on your breathing. With each
breath you become more relaxed. Imagine a brilliant white
light above you, focusing on this light as it flows through
your body. Allow yourself to drift off as you fall deeper and
deeper into a more relaxed state of mind. Now as I count
backward from ten to one, you will feel more peaceful, and
calm. Ten. Nine. Eight. Seven. Six. You will enter a safe
place where nothing can harm you. Five. Four. Three. Two. If
at any time you need to come back, all you need to do is
open your eyes. One."
‘REGRESSION’

3HYPNOSIS
Hypnotism seems to have originated with the Hindus of India who often took
their sick to sleep temples to be cured by hypnotic suggestion as also found to
be the case in Egypt and Greece.
It wasn't until 1843 that the terms 'hypnotism' and 'hypnosis' were coined
by James Braid (1795-1860). He found that some experimental subjects could
go into a trance if they simply fixated their eyes on a bright object, like a silver
watch. For more than 200 years the phenomena that comprise the domain of
‘hypnosis’ have attracted the curiosity of researchers, clinicians, and
laypersons. The term hypnosis comes from the Greek ‘ypnos’ that means sleep
because of the Trance State.
The first theories go back to Mesmer and his work in 1779 on animal
magnetism; afterward a lot of hypotheses have been formulated.
It is possible to distinguish two main schools of thought known, respectively,
as the clinical and the psychophysiological hypnosis. The first one grows out of
the clinical hypnosis of Milton H Erickson, who is its major exponent (Erickson,
1937). By postulating the existence of unconscious as something distinct and
separated from conscious mind and characterized by its own awareness and
responses, Erikson stated the possibility for each individual to be hypnotized.
The psychophysiological hypnosis developed from the pioneer work of ER
Hilgard and AM Weitzenhoffer, who introducing the term “hypnotic
susceptibility” allowed for the first time the distinction between hypnotizable
individuals, highs (H) and non hypnotizable individuals, lows (L) (Weitzenhoffer
& Hilgard, 1959).
APA definition
The Executive Committee of the American Psychological Association (APA),
Division of Psychological Hypnosis (1994) has constructed a definition of
hypnosis from the multiplicity of positions of a number of researchers
advocating differing theoretical perspectives. The definition offered by APA
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regards hypnosis as ‘a procedure during which a health professional or
researcher suggests that a client, patient, or subject experience changes in
sensations, perceptions, thoughts, or behavior’. No reference to any ‘altered
state of consciousness’ (ASC) is made except that some individuals may report
experiencing feelings about being in an altered state when they have received
a hypnotic induction.
According to the definition of APA (1993), hypnosis is a procedure wherein a
hypnotist first gives the subject a hypnotic induction and next delivers
suggestions. The types of hypnotic suggestions have been divided into three
major categories: Ideomotor suggestions, Response-inhibition (or Challenge)
suggestion and Cognitive suggestions (Hilgard, 1965).
One of the most essential characteristics of hypnosis is taken to be that
responding to these suggestions is experienced as happening by itself without
any conscious effort, involuntarily or automatically. Weitzenhoffer (1974) has
labeled this experience of nonvolition as the ‘classical suggestion effect’. This
experience is considered to be the core of hypnotic phenomena (Hilgard, 1973;
1977a; 1977b) while the external behavioral response will be only the
observable outcome of these internal phenomena.
State vs Non State
At the present, there are many different theories about hypnosis overlapping
in many respects yet also having major differences. Some researchers affirm
that hypnotic phenomena cannot be explained without positing a special
psychological state (e.g. altered state of consciousness, trance, dissociation)
(Orne, 1959; Hilgard, 1965; Spiegel & Spiegel, 1978; Bowers, 1992; Barabasz
et al., 1999; Gruzelier, 2000; Weitzenhoffer, 2000). This state view (SV)
contrasts with the position of other researchers (Sarbin & Coe, 1972; Barber et
al., 1974; Kirsch, 1991; Spanos, 1991) that consider all phenomena seen in
association with hypnosis as being explainable by using ordinary psychological
concepts (e.g. role-playing or expectations). These theories that explicitly
reject the notion of a hypnotic or trance state are variously labeled as the
social-psychological, socio-cognitive, cognitive-behavioral view and represent
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what is generally called the no state view approach to hypnosis (NSV) (Spanos
& Chaves, 1991). One of the crucial differences between SV and NSV is that
the NSV proponents regard the phenomenon to be something that is
happening in a social context; it occurs between the hypnotist and the subject
and can be considered as a conventional human procedure that two people
agree upon during the process. By contrast, the SV proponents regard the
crucial phenomena as actually being localized inside the person who is
hypnotized.
The feeling of involuntariness is another central difference between only
following the orders or instructions of the hypnotist, and genuine hypnotic
responding.
At present, the SV-NSV debate is still going on.
Hypnotic scales
The first attempt to measure hypnotic ability took place within the context of
nineteenth-century clinical practice (Perry & Laurence, 1980). At that time,
hypnotists where already debating the question of whether or not everyone
was hypnotizable, and they assumed that people could be classified according
to the degree to which they reached the hypnotic state (Hilgard, 1965). The
early history consisted mainly of different types of scales measuring degrees of
‘hypnotic depth’. The work of Weitzenhoffer and Hilgard (1959; 1962) led to
standardization of the measurement of what is now called hypnotic
susceptibility or hypnotizability (Perry et al., 1992).
Regardless of how one defines the term of hypnosis, few would argue about
the relevance or importance of measuring hypnotizability.
The term hypnotizability or susceptibility to hypnosis reflects a trait
characteristic of the individual and denotes the ability of that individual to
respond to suggested events.
There are a rich variety of scales for measuring hypnotizability that
emphasize behavior or experience and may be clinical in character or rely
predominantly on the subjective report of the subject. Behavioral scales aim to
achieve the goal of psychometric definitiveness (Shor, 1979) – the
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measurement of precisely quantifiable response – and in so doing often lose
the feature of flexibility that characterizes the clinical scale. The essential
characteristic of the behavioral scale is that it presents a range of hypnotic test
to the subjects, which are typically ordered according to item difficulty. Usually
the tasks range across a number of abilities said to characterize hypnotic
performance. These include: the capacity to experience motor response
consequent on imagining movement taking place; the ability to resist or
challenge the suggestions of the hypnotist when told it is permissible to do so;
and the capacity to experience gross distortion of reality as evidenced by
forgetting the events of the session that have just taken place, seeing or
hearing events that are not (actually) occurring, and acting according to
suggestion even after awakened from hypnosis (post-hypnotic suggestion). A
subject who passes all such items on a scale is said to be highly susceptible to
hypnosis and capable of experiencing hypnosis to an extensive degree.
Modern hypnotic testing in standardized format essentially began with the
development of the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Forms A and B
(SHSS:A & SHSS:B) (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959). These scales attempted
to define their domain of concern far more precisely than their predecessors
and applied strict quantitative criteria for successful responses that were based
on an extensive body of normative data. The development of Stanford scales
was, in fact a milestone in the history of the assessment of hypnosis, which
actually opened the path for the construction of future scales developed to
meet a rich variety of uses.
The Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form A and Form B (SHSS:A &
SHSS:B) (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1959).
Using a standard eye-closure induction technique, this test presents parallel
forms of a battery of hypnotic tasks involving 12 items ranging from simple
ideomotor items (e.g., hand lowering) through positive hallucination, to
amnesia and post-hypnotic suggestion.
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The Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, FormC (SHSS:C) (Weitzenhoffer &
Hilgard, 1962).
Where the SHSS:A and SHSS:B scales are weighted with the measurement
of motor functions (either movement suggested directly or inhibition of
movement), this scale is aimed far more directly at tapping cognitive
distortion.
It is similar to the earlier forms in that it has an eye-closure induction built into
the scale and measures responsiveness on 12 distinct items.
The test is reliable (r=.85); it correlates highly (r=.72) with SHSS:A, and
analysis shows that, despite the new items on the scale, it appears to be
measuring basically the same dimension(s) as SHSS:A.
Another scale that is currently used most commonly to measure the
responsiveness to suggestions (i.e. hypnotic susceptibility) is the ‘The Harvard
Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility, Form A’ (HGSHS:A, Shor & Orne,
1963). The latter is very similar to the others, except that it can be applied to
large groups of subjects at the same time. After the original publication of the
Harvard scale and the Stanford scale, they have been provided with
standardized scoring systems for subjective experiences (Kirsch et al., 1990;
Bowers, 1998).
Short hypnotic scales have been also developed. Among these scales the
Barber Suggestibility Scale (BSS) (Barber, 1969) and the Carleton University
Responsiveness to Suggestion Scale (CURSS) (Spanos et al., 1983) are the
most known and can be preceded by a hypnotic induction or not.
According to these tests, two groups can be obtained: one labeled as high
susceptible or ‘highs’ and the other one as low susceptible or ‘lows’. Highs is
considered to be the group that, after receiving a hypnotic induction, will
somehow be influenced by this procedure thus entering the ‘hypnotic state’.
The other group, labeled as lows, will not be influenced by the hypnotic
induction and thus will not enter hypnosis.
Introduction___________________________________________________________
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Neurophysiological correlates of hypnotizability
The early neurophysiological studies focused on the search for EEG-
correlates of hypnosis (Ulett et al., 1972a, 1972b), and it soon became clear
that hypnosis and sleep did not share the same EEG pattern (Evans, 1979).
Lateral differences have also been studied, and the right hemisphere has been
suggested to be an important mediator of hypnosis. However, the recent
research rather clearly suggests that viewing hypnosis as a function of one
hemisphere seems to be an oversimplification.
One of the most often reported neurophysiological findings has been that
highs possess more Theta EEG-activity (3-7 HZ), either in baseline (Galbraith
et al., 1970; Graffin et al., 1995; Sebastiani et al., 2003a) or during both
hypnosis and baseline (Akpinar et al., 1971; Tebecis et al., 1975; Sabourin et
al., 1990; Freeman et al., 2000). Unfortunately, these findings have not
appeared to be constant since, for example, Williams and Gruzelier (2001) did
not find any correlation between Theta and susceptibility/hypnosis, and Griffin
found a decrease of Theta for highs during hypnosis. De Pascalis (De Pascalis &
Penna, 1990; De Pascalis, 1999) have further noted that highly hypnotizable
subjects produce more 40-Hz EEG activity both in baseline and hypnosis, which
is interpreted as a mark of narrowly focused attention. Recently Fingelkurts
and coll. (2007) investigating cortex functional connectivity in a single highly
hypnotizable subject (virtuoso), have found significant differences between
hypnosis and the baseline condition in five studied independent frequency
bands (delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma). On this basis they assumed that
alteration in functional connectivity of the brain may be regarded as a neuronal
correlate of hypnosis (at least in very highly hypnotizable subjects) in which
separate cognitive modules and subsystems may be temporarily incapable of
communicating with each other normally.
At the present studies of the physiological correlates of hypnotizability show
that this cognitive trait is associated with the ability to modulate the
mind–body relationship depending on the specific instructions administered to
subjects and on their state of consciousness. For instance, differential
activation of the sensory motor areas and orbito-frontal/cingulated cortex of
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the brain was noted depending upon whether hypnotic suggestions were for
decrease of the sensory (Hofbauer et al., 2001) or affective (Rainville et al.,
1997; Faymonville et al., 2003) dimensions of pain. Suggestions of different
pain-related emotions can also modulate the heart rate increase observed in
highs during painful stimulation (Rainville et al., 2005). Both cortical activities
and autonomic responses are also modulated by suggestions of
pleasant/unpleasant situations (Crawford et al., 1996; De Pascalis et al., 1989;
Sebastiani et al., 2003b). In particular, hypnotized highs performing guided
imagery of a moderately unpleasant situation exhibit the autonomic reactions
typically induced by aversive stimulation, namely acceleration of heart and
respiratory frequency and increased tonic skin conductance; however, analysis
of the EEG pattern revealed an increase of the relative powers of the frequency
bands most associated with arousal (beta, gamma) without changes of the
activity in bands classically considered indexes of relaxation (theta, alfa).
The cognitive characteristics of highs (Crawford, 1989; Crawford &
Barabasz, 1993; Crawford et al., 1993;) allow them to experience suggestions
quite like an in vivo exposure and to modify their autonomic responses
accordingly (Sebastiani et al., 2003a; Santarcangelo & Sebastiani, 2004).
Similarly, hypnotic suggestions have proven to be effective in modifying
responses to emotional stimulations (Harvey & Bryant, 1999; Richards &
Gross, 2000; Faymonville et al., 2003). In particular, hypnotic suggestions are
effective in the attenuation of both the physiological (i.e. autonomic activity)
and experiential (i.e. self report of negative emotion) aspects of emotion
(numbing) (Bryant & Kourch, 2001; Bryant & Mallard, 2002; Bryant, 2005;
Sebastiani et al., 2007).
The influence of hypnotizability per se, in the absence of any specific
suggestion, has received much less interest, but most of the differences
observed between highs and lows not receiving specific suggestions concern
sensorimotor integration, both at a reflex and an integrated level. Results
indicate different control of motoneurones excitability in the two groups;
indeed, during long-lasting relaxation session, only highs exhibited
inhibitory/disfacilitatory influences acting on the right upper limb extensor
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motoneurones post-synaptically and on both lower limbs extensor
motoneurones pre-synaptically (Carli & Santarcangelo, 2002; Santarcangelo et
al., 2003).
In addition, the study of the modulation of body sway induced by changes in
sensory inputs (eyes closure, vestibular stimulation, head rotation) and by
cognitive activity (mental imagery and computation tasks) revealed differences
between highs and lows in all these tasks except vestibular stimulation
(Santarcangelo et al., 2004; Santarcangelo et al., 2007; Carli et al., 2007).
Neuropsychological correlates of hypnotizability
Hilgard (1979) found that highly hypnotizable individuals were more
involved with activities such as literature, drama or religion. A positive
correlation between hypnotizability and absorption, described by Tellegen and
Atkinson (1974) as a state of total attention, fully engaging one’s
representational resources, which results in imperviousness to distracting
events, is the general finding of many studies (Braffman & Kirsch, 1999; for a
review, see Kirsch & Council, 1992). However, it has been found that these
correlations tend to be higher when absorption is measured in the same
context as hypnotizability (Kirsch & Council, 1992). Accordingly, the capacity
to focus and sustain attention in a complex environment without being
distracted by competing stimuli correlates with high hypnotizability (Crawford
et al., 1993; Crawford, 1994; Crawford et al., 1996; Lyons & Crawford, 1997).
Vividness of images and imagery, measured with different standardized
imagery test (Sutcliffe et al., 1970; Coe et al., 1980; Crawford, 1982),
fantasy-proneness (Lynn & Ruhe, 1986), expectancy (Council et al., 1986),
acquiescence and consistency motivation (Council & Green, 2004), has been
occasionally reported to positively correlate with hypnotizability.
The peculiar focused attention capabilities of Highs has been considered to
play a key role in their ability to enter the hypnotic state. Actually, the
Neuropsycophysiological Model of Hypnosis (Gruzelier, 1988; Crawford &
Gruzelier, 1992) asserts that highly hypnotizable individuals, due to their
peculiar focused attention capabilities, would be engaged in the first stage of
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hypnotic induction by easily focusing their attention on hypnotist’s
voice/instructions. A general alteration of frontal functioning associated with
the suspension of critical evaluation and reality testing would follow,
defining/marking the transition into the hypnotic state.
Different mechanisms involving frontal functions such as selective inhibition,
disconnection and dissociation of the frontal lobe (Gruzelier, 1990, 1998) have
been considered responsible for hypnotizability and hypnosis.
Recently, Egner and collaborators (2005) using a Stroop paradigm in an
fMRI study found that differences in executive attention processes mediate the
trait variable of hypnotic susceptibility, and that executive functions were
impaired in highly susceptible individuals following hypnosis. They
hypothesized that the increased conflict-related ACC activation in highs in the
hypnosis condition was not accompanied by a concurrent strategic increment in
cognitive control, as would be expected. These data are in line with a previous
hypothesis of Jamieson and Sheehan (2004), suggesting the possibility of a
decoupling of conflict-monitoring and cognitive control function in highly
susceptible subjects after hypnotic induction. This would correspond to a
breakdown in the functional integration of two key components of the frontal
attentional control system in highs.
The hypothesis about the attentional differences related to hypnosis has
found support also from many recent PET studies (Faymonville et al., 2006)
which suggest that the right frontal area and the ACC seem to be important
mediators in hypnosis per se as well as in some changed experiences
associated with hypnosis.
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ATTENTION
The concept of attention is one of the oldest and most central issues in the
psychological science and started hence the beginning of experimental
psychology.
Aristotele regarded attention as a narrowing and focusing senses. Years
later, one of the first major psychologists, William James, defined attention as
follows:
"Every one knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind, in
clear and vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible
objects or trains of thought. Focalization, concentration, of consciousness are
of its essence. It implies withdrawal from some things in order to deal
effectively with others, and is a condition which has a real opposite in the
confused, dazed, scatterbrained state which in French is called distraction, and
Zerstreutheit in German." (Principles of Psychology, 1890).
During the early 1900s, Donald Broadbent likened attention to a filter. He
proposed that attention was bounded by the amount of information located
between parallel sensory systems and a limited-capacity perceptual system
(Broadbent, 1958). This view facilitated objective studies of the limitations of
the human ability to deal with multiple signals at a time in a variety of practical
tasks.
The term attention is generally used to describe different phenomena.
Attention is often employed in the restricted sense of the selective process of
concentrating on one thing while ignoring other things, whereby some
information is perceived consciously whereas other information is either
analyzed unconsciously or is filtered out. Attention may also refer to the
process of voluntarily allocating resources to a particular task at the expenses
of other activities, but it can also mean an alerting and sustaining process
whereby a high receptivity to incoming information is achieved and maintained
by regulating the vigilance level.
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Even in the restricted sense of a selective process, attention refers to
different phenomena like selectively attend to information presented in a
particular modality (Posner et al., 1976; Broadbent, 1982; Shapiro et al.,
1984), to information originating from a particular position in space (Moray,
1975; Posner, 1980; Shapiro & Johnson, 1987), to stimuli processing a
particular color or shape (Francolini & Egeth, 1980; Lambert & Hockey, 1986),
or to items belonging to a particular class or category (Posner & Snyder, 1975;
Neely, 1977). In all of these distinct phenomena there is a common feature;
information to which attention is selectively allocated is processed more
efficiently than unattended information and behavioral findings show that
reaction time to attended stimuli is usually faster than to unattended ones. The
improvement of performance on increased attentional investment is supported
by experimental evidence that reveals enhancement of electrical activity over
extra striate visual areas by about 90 msec following visual presentation.
Accordingly, psychophysics literature provides reliable accounts of a negative
correlation between visual threshold and attentional investment.
Although investing attention is frequently associated with looking directly at
the scene of interest, information priority in processing can also be achieved
without eye movement -covert attention. Researchers have shown that the
performance improvement at attended locations results somewhat from an
enhanced spatial resolution at the cued location (Yeshurun & Carrasco, 1998,
1999, 2000; Carrasco et al., 2002).
Visual attention has proven to be a convenient lens to examine the
characteristics of attention. Studying visual attention allows us to explore how
we move the attentional ‘beam’ around to various areas of the visual field and
change the detail with which we look at any given area. As we shift our focus,
we can change the target location of our attention or the size of our attentional
field. Many metaphors describe visual attention: “spotlight”, “gating” and
“gradient”, along with the common usage of terms such as “attentional gaze”
or “attentional focus” (Shalev & Algom, 2000). In particular the “zoom lens
metaphor” emerged (Eriksen & Yeh, 1985; Eriksen & St. James, 1986) and
states that the focus size can change and that, consequently, the concentration
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of the attentional resources allocated to a given area can be modified.
Particularly important is the prediction of an inverse relation between the
extent of the focus and the efficiency of processing within its borders. That is,
in processing a visual stimulus, concentration of attentional resources inside a
small cue (e.g., a box delimiting an area in the visual field) should lead to
faster reaction time than does concentration inside a large cue (Turatto et al.,
2000; for a review, see Umiltà, 1988).
A substantial number of experimental paradigms, including dichotic
listening, visual search, dual-task performance, flanker tasks, rapid serial
visual presentation, and negative priming have been created with the aim of
capturing the range of phenomena encompassed by attention under the
controlled conditions required by scientific scrutiny.
While the psychology of attention has furnished a number of interesting
results regarding the limits of performance and of unconscious processing,
there was no agreement on whether attention involved separate mechanisms
from those used to process data, nor did psychological studies analyze the
neural mechanisms of attention.
Current research has demonstrated that attention does not imply a singular
mechanisms; rather, it is a complex system presiding over a number of distinct
neuronal circuits; the distinct brain areas indeed mediate different attentional
processes and thus it is now possible to examine selective attention as an
organ system with its own functional anatomy, circuitry and cellular structure
(Posner & Fan, 2004). Methodological advances in functional brain imaging
have revealed particularly valuable in studying attention as an organ system.
In fact, neuroimaging data have confirmed earlier notions that attention is not
a unitary concept and that the human brain likely entertains several attentional
systems of different though interrelated functions (Posner & Peterson, 1990).
By following a trinity proposed by Michael I. Posner, attentional networks can
be construed in terms of:
1. obtaining and maintaining the alert state
2. orienting to sensory information
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3. executive functions involved in resolving conflict between competing
areas of the brain that might be simultaneously active
The alerting network relies heavily on thalamic areas, locus coeruleus, and
cortical areas. The orienting network relies heavily on parietal systems,
including the superior parietal lobe and the temporal parietal junction; it is
involved in both orienting to visual information and stimuli in other modalities.
The executive attention network relies on the anterior cingulate and lateral
areas of the prefrontal cortex.
Figure I: Functional anatomy of the attentional networks. The pulvinar, superior
colliculus, superior parietal lobe, and frontal eye fields are often found active in studies
of the orienting network. The anterior cingulated gyrus is an important part of the
executive network. Right frontal and parietal areas are active when people maintain the
alert state.
In a set of influential experiments investigating the neuropharmacology of
attention in alert monkeys, Marocco and Davidson (1998) correlated each brain
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network with different neuromodulators. These data identified that orienting
network is modulated by the cholinergic system, the alerting network by the
norephinephrine system, and the executive network by mainly dopamine
system.
Attention is sometimes associated with hypnosis, as an integral, defining
aspect of it. Based on behavioral, optical and neuroimaging data, it has been
recently reported that effective post-hypnotic suggestion, or verbal
exhortation, to construe words as meaningless symbols can modulate focal
brain activity in highly suggestible individuals (Raz et al., 2002, 2003; Raz,
2004). This top-down influence is both potent and selective: it removes Stroop
conflict and reduces neuroimaging signals in both the ACC and extrastriate
cortex. Whereas a drop in ACC activity is likely related to the abrogation of
conflict, the occipito-parietal area may be related to the visual word-form area,
which arranges visual letters into words. These data imply that, at least in
highly suggestible individuals, attentional manipulations can influence aspects
of self-regulation by affecting neural activity in specific brain areas.
These findings support the use of special attentional interventions such as
hypnosis to study related brain processes (Raz & Shapiro, 2002).
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Experiment One
Aim of the study
For many years the hypnotic phenomenon has been the object of
controversies concerning its basic nature and the underlying neural
mechanisms (Barber et al., 1974; Bowers, 1992; Gruzelier, 2000; Hilgard,
1965; Kirsch, 1991; Orne, 1959; Sarbin & Coe, 1972; Spanos, 1991; Spiegel &
Spiegel, 1978).
According to the Altered State Theory of Hypnosis (Kallio & Revonsuo,
2003), hypnotic behaviour consists of two distinct elements: a state of
hypnosis, characterized by profound alterations of sensation, perception and
cognition, and a degree of suggestibility. This refers to an individual trait,
confined only to about 10-15% of healthy alert individuals that make them
able to accept suggestions and modify their conscious experience accordingly.
In the recent research on experimental hypnosis the notion of attention as
an integral, determining aspect of the hypnotic process has been largely
pointed out. In particular, many theories of hypnotic responding proposed that
differences in hypnotic trait rely on differences in frontal attentional functions
(Barber, 1960; Crawford & Gruzelier, 1992; Egner et al., 2005; Gruzelier et al.,
2002; Kallio et al., 2001; Jamieson & Sheehan, 2002; Rainville et al., 2002;
Raz, 2005; Tellegen & Atkinsons, 1974; Woody & Bowers, 1994). One of the
models mostly supported by experimental evidences is the neuropsychological
model of hypnosis introduced by Gruzelier (1988) and Crawford and Gruzelier
(1992). According to this model, highly hypnotizable individuals (Highs), would
be engaged in the first stage of hypnotic induction by easily concentrating their
attention on the hypnotist’s voice/instruction, disattending to distracting
stimuli, due to their skillfulness at focusing attention. A general decrease of
frontal functioning associated with the suspension of critical evaluation and
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reality testing would follow, defining/marking the transition into the hypnotic
state. This alteration of attentional control characterizing the hypnotic state
has been recently attributed to a decoupling between conflict monitoring and
cognitive control processes of the frontal lobe (Egner et al., 2005; Jamieson &
Sheehan, 2004)
While there is large neurophysiological, neuroimaging and behavioral
evidence that supports the alteration of attention functioning in hypnotized
Highs (Blum & Graef, 1971; Egner et al., 2005; Farvolden & Woody, 2004;
Gruzelier & Warren; 1993; Gruzelier et al., 2002; Halligan et al., 2000;
Jamieson & Sheehan, 2004; Kaiser et al., 1997; Kallio et al., 2001; Nordby et
al., 1999; Rainville et al., 1999; Rainville et al., 2002; Sheenan et al., 1988),
it is still controversial whether, out of hypnosis, Highs’ executive attentional
processing is different from that of low hypnotizable individuals (Lows). In
fact, although many of the experiments focused on those attentional functions
–i.e. suppressing, concentrating and sustaining– that more frequently have
been associated to hypnotic susceptibility and whose anatomical correlates
have been fixed in the frontal areas, evidence of hypnotizability-related
attentional abilities are still very scant (Aikins & Ray, 2001; Crawford et al.,
1993; Dixon & Laurence, 1992; Dixon et al., 1990; Farvolden & Woody, 2004;
Kallio et al., 2001; Rubichi et al., 2005).
The present research was designed to investigate the relationship between
hypnotic susceptibility and executive attention in the visual domain by
studying the effects of manipulation of attention on the performance of
individuals with different susceptibility to hypnosis, engaged in two different
visual tasks, namely a spatial attention (Attention Network Test) and a implicit
memory task (Word Stem Completion Task).   
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EXPERIMENT 1.1
ATTENTION NETWORK TEST, ANT
The main purpose of the present study was to verify whether the
hypothesized better focused attention characteristics of Highs could be
highlighted in the spatial domain. We tested this idea on the Attention
Network Test (ANT) (Fan et al., 2002), that consists of the combination of the
classical cueing paradigm (Posner, 1980) and the flanker task (Eriksen &
Eriksen, 1974), in which the ability to focus and select the relevant information
among irrelevant distracters, strongly conditions the behavioral outcome. More
specifically, ANT allows the independent analysis of the alerting, orienting and
executive control components of spatial attention through measure of specific
reaction times. According to Posner’s theoretical model, attention cannot be
considered a unitary faculty; it is rather a complex organ system subserved by
multiple distinct neural networks each relying on different brain areas and
neuromodulators that interact together to achieve the integrated function of
attention (Posner & Raichle, 1994). In short, alerting refers to the automatic
process of attaining and maintaining a state of high sensitivity to incoming
stimuli; orienting refers to the automatic function of selecting relevant
information among sensory inputs; and executive control refers to the
functional system that drives the intentional processes of monitoring and
resolving conflicts in action planning, decision making, error detecting and
overcoming habitual behavior. This control system relies on the anterior
cingulate and lateral areas of the prefrontal cortex (Markela-Lerenc et al.,
2004; Raz, 2004).
In the present work we evaluated possible differences between the Highs’
and Lows’ spatial attention functions through the study of the automatic
(alerting and orienting) and intentional (executive control) components of
attention. Since focused attention abilities of Highs are supposed to be
particularly efficient, Highs should be facilitated in the selection of information
among distracters, thus showing better executive control functions than Lows.
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Also, because there are general indications suggesting that females tend to
be worse than males in spatial tasks (Kramer & Smith, 2001) possible
interactions between sex and hypnotizability as well as gender-related effects
have been also evaluated.
METHODS
SUBJECTS
Participants were 54 healthy volunteers (age 22,92 + 2,46, mean + SD)
recruited from a pool of students at the University of Pisa, who decided to
participate to the experiment to obtain an extra credit for a Physiology Lab.
Subjects had earlier been individually screened for hypnotizability by a medical
psychologist using the Italian version of the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility
Scale, Form C (SHSS:C) (Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1962), that is currently one
of the highly used standard scales to measure hypnotic susceptibility.
Twenty-seven individuals scored in the higher range of the hypnotizability
scale (Highs, score 9-12; 15 females) and twenty-seven scored in the lower
range (Lows, score 0-3, mean + SD; 15 females).
All subject reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed
consent, approved by the local Ethical Committee, was obtained from all
participants.
The general attentional characteristics of Highs and Lows were preliminary
evaluated through the four major subscales of the Differential Attentional
Processing Inventory (DAPI) (Crawford et al., 1993), and the Tellegen
Absorption Scale (TAS) (Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974).
STIMULI AND PROCEDURE
The experimental task consisted of a shortened and slightly modified
version of the Attention Network Test with respect to the original procedure
described by Fan et al. (2002). The experimental paradigm is illustrated in Fig.
1.1.
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Experiment was run on a FreeBSD PC system (Imago program,
feanor.sssup.it/∼pv/). Participants viewed the screen from a distance of 57 cm,
and responses were collected via two input keys on a keyboard.
Figure 1.1: Attentional Network Test. Stimuli and experimental procedure. A) cue
conditions; B) flankers and target conditions; C) experimental procedure.
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Stimuli consisted of a row of five horizontal block lines presented in black
against a gray background. The Target was a leftward or a rightward
arrowhead flanked on either side by two lines (neutral condition), or by two
arrows pointing in the same direction of the Target (congruent condition) or in
the opposite one (incongruent condition).
The participants’ task was to identify the direction of the Target by pressing
a different key for the left and the right direction, with the index and the
middle finger of their dominant hand, respectively. The stimuli (Target plus
flanker) covered 3° of the visual field.
Each trial consisted of five events. The session started with a fixation period
of variable duration (range: 400-1600 msec) followed by an acoustic warning
cue presented for 100 msec. Successively, after a short fixation period of 400
msec, the Target and flankers appeared simultaneously for 150 msec. A post-
target fixation period of a variable duration (max 1500 msec) followed the
stimuli disappearance. After this interval the next trial began. Each trial lasted
for 3200-3400 msec.
The fixation point consisted of a cross that appeared at the center of the
screen during the whole trial.
To introduce an attentional-orienting component to the task, the Target was
presented in one of two locations outside the point at which the subject was
fixating, either 1° above or below the fixation point.
Target location was always uncertain except when spatial cue, consisting in
an asterisk (duration 100 msec) shown 500 msec before the stimulus, was
presented. To measure alerting and orienting, one no cue and three cueing
conditions were used: center cue, double cue and spatial cue. In the center-
cue condition a warning cue (asterisk) was presented at the same location of
fixation cross; in the double-cue condition two asterisks were presented up
and down the fixation cross, that is in the two possible target position; in the
spatial-cue the asterisk indicated the target location.
A session consisted of a 15-trials practice block and two experimental blocks
of trials. Each experimental block consisted of 48 trials (4 cue-conditions X 2
target-locations X 2 target-directions X 3 flanker-conditions) and the
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presentation of trials was in a random order. The practice block took
approximately 1 min and each experimental block approximately 3 min. Each
of the subjects ran in two sessions during 1 day. Between the two sessions,
participants took a 10 minutes rest.
During the experimental sessions participants were seating in front of the
monitor in a darkened and sound attenuated room. They were instructed to
focus on the fixation point throughout the task avoiding eye movements, and
to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. Reaction times (RTs) were
measured as the interval between stimulus presentation and key-pressing
response.
Participants were not informed about the relevance of their hypnotic ability
to the test and throughout the experimental sessions hypnosis was never
mentioned to them.
Table 1: mean reaction times (ms) of Highs and Lows under each
conditions, (SDs are shown in parenthesis).
DATA ANALYSIS
For each subject and for each flanker and cue condition RTs have been
measured. Repeated measures ANOVA was performed on RTs medians
following a 2 (Hypnotizability: Highs, Lows) X 2 (Sex: male, female) X 4 (Cue:
no cue, center cue, double cue, spatial cue) X 3 (Flanker: neutral, congruent,
incongruent) design, with Hypnotizability and Sex as Between-subjects
factors, and Cue and Flanker as Within-subjects factors.
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In order to evaluate possible differences between Highs and Lows in the
efficiency of the Attentional process, Alerting and Orienting functions were
calculated, respectively, by subtracting the means of the median RTs’ of the
double cue conditions obtained in the 3 flanker configuration from those of the
no cue conditions (alerting) and by subtracting the means of median RTs’ of
the spatial cue conditions obtained in the 3 flanker configuration from those of
the center cue conditions (orienting) .
Figure 1.2: Reaction times. Figure A and B shows, respectively, Highs and
Lows mean (+ SE) reaction times from correct trials as a function of cue and
flanker condition.
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Figure 1.3: Error rate. Figure A and B shows, respectively, Highs and Lows
mean error (%) as a function of cue and flanker condition.
Possible hypnotizability-related differences in the Executive Control were
also studied by comparing the interference effect exerted by incongruent
flankers in Highs and Lows. This function is obtained by subtracting the means
of median RTs’ of all congruent flanker conditions, averaged across cue types,
from those of the incongruent flanker conditions (I-C). In order to better
clarify the role of congruent and incongruent flankers with respect to the no
flanker (neutral) condition, neutral-congruent (N-C) and incongruent-neutral
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(I-N) components of interference were also measured and compared between
the two groups.
Separate univariate ANOVAs, with hypnotizability and Sex as Between-
subjects factors, was carried out on alerting, orienting, executive control and
error rates.
RESULTS
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL CHARACHTERIZATION
Highs’ scores on absorption (TAS) were higher than those of Lows (one way
ANOVAs; F(1,52)=8.353; p<.006). Similarly, on the DAPI, Highs obtained
higher scores than Lows on the whole scale (F(1,52)=7.522; p<.008) even
though separate analysis of the four subscales revealed that Highs differed
from Lows only on the extremely focused attention items (F(1,52)=12.276;
p<.001). Indeed, no differences between Highs and Lows were found either on
the moderately focused attention scale or on the scores of the two subscales
related to dual attention abilities.
In both neuropsychological questionnaires no significant gender effects were
found.
RTs DATA
Table 1 and Fig. 1.2 (A, B) show the reaction times (RTs) scored by Highs
and Lows during the two experimental sessions as a function of cue and
flanker condition. Data refers to correct trials only. Error rates are shown in
Fig. 1.3 (A, B). As can be observed, the performance accuracy was very high
in all subjects also in the incongruent condition (error rate < 1%). No
difference between Highs and Lows as well as between genders was found.
Repeated measures ANOVA on RTs showed that hypnotizability did not
reach significance (F(1,50)=3.551, p<.065), even though Highs’ RTs tend to
be shorter than Lows’; Sex yielded a significant main effect (F(1,50)=4.489,
p<.039), with males generally faster than females.
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Figure 1.4: Cue effect: hypnotizability-related differences. Highs and Lows mean
(+ SE) reaction times as a function of cue conditions. Significant differences between
Highs and Lows are shown (** p<.01; * p<.05).
Figure 1.5: Cue effect: gender-related differences. Males and Females mean (+ SE)
reaction times as a function of cue conditions. Significant differences between Males
and Females are shown (** p<.01; * p<.05).
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Significant Within-subjects effects were Cue (F(3,150)=68.376, p<.0001),
and Flanker (F(2,100)=346.027, p<.0001); the interaction Cue X Flanker was
also significant (F(6,300)=9.799, p<.0001).
As can be observed in Fig. 1.2, under all cueing conditions, the presence of
incongruent flankers increased RTs and this effect was enhanced when
subjects were given no cues or alerting cues containing no spatial information
(center or double cues). This effect was particularly evident in Lows.
Significant Cue X Hypnotizability (F(3,150)=4.058, p<.008) and Cue X Sex
(F(3,150)=4.577, p<.004) interactions were also found. Specifically, as shown
in Fig. 1.4 and 1.5, Highs were significantly faster than Lows in the no cue
(F(1,52)=7.276, p<.009) and central cue condition (F(1,52)=4.040, p<.05)
and males were faster than females in the center (F(1,52)=8.439, p<.005)
and double cue condition (F(1,52)=4.908, p<.031).
No Hypnotizability X Sex interactions were found.
Figure 1.6: Attentional functions: hypnotizability_related differences. Attentional
functions mean (+ SE) scores of Highs and Lows. Significant differences between
Highs and Lows are shown (* p<.05).
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Figure 1.7: Attentional functions: gender-related differences Attentional functions
mean (+ SE) scores of Males and females. Significant differences between Males and
Females are shown (** p<.01).
Even though N-C and orienting effects tend to be smaller in Highs, ANOVA
yielded significant difference between Highs and Lows in alerting effect
(F(1,50)=6.901, p<.011), only. No Hypnotizability differences were found in
Interference and I-N effects (Fig. 1.6).
As concern possible influences of gender (Fig. 1.7) on alerting, orienting, and
executive control functions, male performance appeared to be less influenced
by the presence of the spatial cue. This was confirmed by statistical analysis
which yielded a significant difference between males and females in the
orienting effect (F(1,50)=10.436, p<.002).
DISCUSSION
This study was designed to investigate the relationship between
hypnotizability and executive control components of attention in the spatial
domain.
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Our preliminary evaluation of subjects showing higher scores of Highs on
extremely focused attention and absorption with respect to Lows confirms
previous neuropsychological findings that suggested an association between
the hypnotizability trait and particularly efficient focused/sustained attention
abilities (Crawford et al., 1993; Kallio et al., 2001; Sebastiani et al., 2005).
Our results with the shortened version of ANT replicate the general findings
obtained with the original test by Fan et al. (2002), thus indicating that this
modified version of the test can be used as a reliable tool to investigate spatial
attention functions. In fact, in all subjects regardless of the level of
hypnotizability, the presence of incongruent flankers increased RTs under all
cueing conditions; this effect was enhanced when subjects were given no
spatial information.
On the basis of their supposed better-focused attentional abilities we had
expected that Highs would have been little interfered by the presence of
incongruent flankers. In contrast, our results on executive control functions did
not show any significant difference between Highs and Lows. Similar findings
have been reported in studies in which the ability to suppress a feature that is
relevant but inappropriate to the task requirements has been evaluated. In
these experiments that were in most of the cases based on Stroop-like
paradigms, Highs performance resulted similar or even worse than that of
Lows (Dixon & Laurence, 1992; Dixon et al., 1990; Kaiser et al., 1997; Kallio
et al., 2001; Sheehan et al., 1988). One could hypothesize that Highs’ higher
focused attentional skills should be interpreted as the more efficient general
ability of Highs to be strictly engaged with a specific task as a whole, avoiding
distraction, rather than the more efficient capability to select specific details of
a stimulus, suppressing the irrelevant information. Otherwise, Highs could be
able to process stimuli more automatically. If this was the case, target and
distractors could result simultaneously processed and this would consequently
lead to a higher interference effect. Thus, any facilitating effect due to the
more efficient focused attention capabilities would be hampered/masked by the
automatic processing effects. Indeed, the notion that Highs’ ability to process
words more automatically could negatively influence their performance in the
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color naming Stroop task has been previously hypothesized (Dixon & Laurence,
1992; Dixon et al., 1990; Raz et al., 2003).
The main finding of this study is that Highs were generally faster than Lows.
This tendency was particularly marked in the no cue condition in which the
basal level of subject’s vigilance is considered a relevant factor in conditioning
the performance by modulating the speed of response selection (Fan et al.,
2002). Highs’ capability of exhibiting fast responses in spite of the lack of
specific warning cues was particularly evident in the most complex situation
that is the incongruent flankers condition. In this case, at difference with Lows
whose RTs appeared to get shorter going from the no cue to the location cue
condition (see Fig. 1.2, Fig. 1.4), Highs performance was scarcely improved by
the presence of warning cues. This finding is further sustained by results on
specific attentional functions. Indeed, even though alerting, orienting and
executive control effects were found in both groups, orienting tended to be
smaller and alerting was significantly lower in Highs than in Lows.
All together these findings suggest that Highs are endowed with a basal
higher efficiency in achieving and maintaining their readiness to respond to
incoming stimuli and that this ability could offer a useful support for a better
focused/sustained attention. Evidence from animal neurophysiological studies
suggest that the noradrenergic neurons of locus coeruleus play a role in
facilitating rapid neural responses in tasks requiring focused attention (Aston-
Jones et al., 1999; Berridge & Waterhouse, 2003; Bouret & Sara, 2005). In
particular, the stimulus-induced phasic activity in the LC produces a temporary
increase in responsiveness of efferent target neurons in cortical projections
areas, which is thought to facilitate processing in response to a target stimulus
(Aston-Jones et al., 1999). This synchronized activation mode would be driven
by decision processes originating in the anterior cingulated (ACC) and orbito-
frontal cortices, and would then represent a mechanism to facilitate the
behavioral and cognitive outcomes of decision-making (Aston-Jones, 2005).
Indeed, a negative correlation between ACC activity and RTs is the common
finding in simple and choice RTs tasks as assessed by PET, fMRI or event-
related potentials studies (Mulert et al., 2001; Mulert et al., 2003; Naito et al.,
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2000; Winterer et al, 2002). Thus, it could be suggested that Highs’ ability to
perform the task with a lower cost in response time could rely on the stronger
phasic activation of their LC and that the better anterior attentional functions
postulated for Highs might be considered the outcome of a higher ACC
monitoring activity in Highs than in Lows.
Shorter reaction times in highly susceptible individuals than in low
susceptible had been previously reported by Crawford et al. (1995) in a binary
choice task in which subjects were asked to distinguish between angry and
happy faces. More recently Braffman & Kirsch (2001) have showed that
hypnotizability was associated with shorter simple reaction times and longer
go/no-go response times.
Despite the methodological differences between these tasks and ANT
concerning stimuli (faces/animal drawings vs arrows), attentional
requirements (non-spatial vs spatial attention), and distractions (no distraction
vs flankers), data on binary choice and simple reaction times are in line with
our findings and could be likely explained on the basis of our hypothesis of a
basal high efficiency of Highs in achieving and maintaining their readiness to
respond to incoming stimuli.
As concern the positive relationship between go/no-go reaction times and
hypnotizability the authors suggest that, consistent with the model of hypnotic
response as an inhibitory process (Crawford, 1994; Gruzelier, 1998),
withholding the go response may reflect a bias of hypnotizable individuals
towards the activation of an inhibitory control. Unfortunately, this hypothesis
cannot be verified with ANT, being our subjects required to give a response for
both directions of the arrows.
Our results on gender-related effects support the general finding that males
tend to outperform females on spatial tasks (Kramer & Smith, 2001). In spite
of the fact that this notion is widely acknowledged, considerable dispute
surrounds the magnitude, consistency and stability of sex-related differences
on spatial abilities. In particular, sex differences have been found only on some
types of spatial tasks (Linn & Petersen, 1985) and, recently, it has been
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suggested that females’ spatial abilities could be modified through attitudinal
and experiential factors (Quaiser-Pohl & Lehmann, 2002).
Moreover, since no interactions between sex and hypnotizability have been
found there is no evidence indicating that the hypnotizability-related effects we
have described could be modulated by gender.
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EXPERIMENT 1.2
WORD STEM COMPLETION TASK, WSCT
The present study was designed to further investigate the relationship
between hypnotic susceptibility and executive attention processes. We studied
whether individuals with different susceptibility to hypnosis displayed a
different sensibility to manipulation of attention during verbal priming. Priming,
a type of implicit memory, has been defined as "unintentional retrieval of
previously acquired information on tests that do not require conscious or
explicit recollection of specific previous experiences" (Schacter et al., 1991).
Verbal priming is usually assessed with word-stem or word-fragment
completion tasks, in which a part of the word is given, and the influence of
previously seen words during a study phase on the subject’s completion
behavior is evaluated (Schacter et al., 1993). Studies on amnesic patients with
selective impairment of either explicit or implicit memory indicated that priming
can be dissociated from explicit memory (Fay et al., 2005; Fleischman et al.,
1997; Graf et al., 1984; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982; Shimamura & Squire,
1984).
The choice of verbal priming was motivated for three main reasons. First,
there is experimental evidence indicating that manipulation of attention can
affect implicit memory. In particular, division of attention during a color-naming
Stroop task is known to reduce the magnitude of perceptual priming in implicit
word fragment and word stem completion tasks (Rajaram et al., 2001). This
effect has been ascribed to the requirement to deselect the word as the target
response and suggests that intact perceptual priming is a function of both
processing word identity and selectively attending to the word as the
appropriate response.
Second, previous findings have shown differences between Highs and Lows
only with memory tasks specifically sensitive to frontal lobe functioning (i.e.,
free recall) (Farvolden & Woody, 2004). Third, it has been recently
demonstrated that, with conscious voluntary retrieval, implicit retrieval during
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word stem completion task is not associated with any frontal activations
(Badgaiyan, 2005).
Thus, since word stem completion task cannot be considered a frontal task,
basal differences in implicit memory between Highs and Lows are not expected.
On the other hand, any difference accompanying manipulation of attention
could be likely attributed to hypnotizability-related differences in executive
attention functioning.
Three experimental conditions were designed, each addressing a specific
issue. In a control condition we investigated possible difference between Highs’
and Lows’ by measuring their perceptual priming in a full-attention word stem
completion task. In the second and third condition in which we used colored
words, we evaluated the effects of directing the attention, respectively, to the
color and away from the word (name the color ignoring the word) and to both
color and word (dual attention task) on the perceptual priming of Highs and
Lows.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SUBJECTS
Participants were forty volunteers recruited from a pool of students at the
University of Pisa, who decided to participate in the experiment to obtain an
extra credit for a Physiology Lab (age 24 ± 1.93 mean ± SD). Subjects had
earlier been individually screened for hypnotizability by a medical psychologist
using the Italian version of the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form C
(SHSS:C, Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1962). Twenty individuals scored in the
higher range of the hypnotizability scale (Highs, score 9-12, 10 females) and
twenty scored in the lower range (Lows, score 0-3, 10 females). All subjects
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants.
The general hypnotic-related attentional characteristics of subjects were
preliminarily evaluated through the four major subscales of the Differential
Attentional Processing Inventory (DAPI) (Crawford et al., 1993), and the
Tellegen Absorption Scale (TAS) (Tellegen, 1982; Tellegen & Atkinson, 1974).
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STIMULI AND PROCEDURE
The test was carried out in a neurophysiology laboratory at least one month
after hypnotizability assessment. Volunteers were not informed that there were
any relationships between the attentional task and hypnotizability.
Testing was completed in two sessions, on different days.
In the first session subjects performed the full-attention task and in the
second one the diverted- and dual-attention tasks.
Experiments were run on a FreeBSD PC system (Imago program,
feanor.sssup.it/∼pv/). Participants viewed the screen from a distance of 57 cm,
and responses were collected via keystroke (full-attention condition) or via
microphone (diverted- and dual-attention). To reduce head movements and to
maintain the distance from the screen fixed, subjects positioned their head on a
suitable support.
A set of 90 words was selected to serve as stimuli according to the following
criteria: all the words were nouns, were 6-9 letters in length and were of low to
medium frequency (De Mauro et al., 1993; Lorenzi et al., 2006).
For each attentional condition, 12 words were designed as the critical stimuli
and 12 were used to create filler stems in the test list. Six words served as
buffer stems at the beginning of the list in order to discourage the participants
from using explicit retrieval strategies. Test stems, obtained by retaining the
first three letters from each test word, were created with the constraint that
only 1 word from the set of 90 words used in this experiment could serve as
the completion (although each stem had multiple solutions with reference to all
the words in the Italian tongue).
The experimental procedure consisted of three phases: study, distractor, and
test. In both study and test phase words (or word stem) were presented one at
a time.
During the study phase of each session words were presented for encoding
(display time 50 ms) in one of the 3 attentional conditions. In the full-attention
condition, the participants were instructed to read each word presented on the
monitor and to press the key as quickly as possible when they had completed
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reading, thus allowing measuring of reaction times (RTs). All words were
presented in black on a dark gray screen.
In the diverted- and dual-attention tasks the 12 studied words were
presented in each of four colors (yellow, blue, red, green) and subjects were
asked to name the color as quickly as possible. In the diverted condition
subjects were required to direct attention away from the word while in the dual
condition to pay attention to both color and word. Vocal reaction times were
recorded throughout both sessions.
Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of the Study and Test phases of Word Stem
Completion Task in full-attention. A) Samples of studied and unstudied word lists and
of word stems. An example of primed and casual completion is given. B) Flow chart of
the experimental paradigm.
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The study phase was followed by a “distraction” period (5 minutes) during
which participants performed an unrelated task –i.e. naming the chief towns of
Italian regions.
During test phase, 24 word stem (12 from the study list and 12 nonstudied)
were presented in black on a light gray screen for 3 seconds. The critical stems
were presented in a random order with respect to the study condition, the 6
buffer stems were presented at the beginning of the list, and the filler stems
(from nonstudied words) were distributed randomly throughout the test list.
Participants were instructed to complete each stem with the first Italian word
that came to mind and not to use proper names. The instructions emphasized
the need to provide the first solution because of the limited time available.
The instructions for all three conditions were provided before the start of the
study phase. No mention of the test phase, or the nature of the test, was made
until the start of the test phase.
Even though stem-completion tasks reflect involuntary retrieval and are
usually uncontaminated by voluntary recall strategies (Beauregard et al., 1999;
Fay et al., 2005), possible explicit memory occurrence was evaluated by asking
subjects, at the end of the WSCT, to do a voluntary recall of the studied words.
Priming effects were calculated only on items that participants did not show
voluntary retrieval for. The entire procedure took approximately 15 min for the
first session and 40 min for the second one. At the end of each experimental
condition subjects were asked to report whether word reading had been easy or
difficult for them. A schematic drawing of the experimental procedure is shown
in Fig 1.8.
PRIMING EFFECT AND PRIMING SCORE COMPUTATION
The magnitude of Implicit Memory was measured by calculating the Priming
Effect and Priming Score indices. The Priming Effect is referred to a facilitation
effect, e.g., processing or identification of stimuli is improved as an effect of
the stimuli presentation in conditions that do not require explicit (voluntary)
remembering. Priming Effect occurs when the number of completed stems on
studied words-list is higher than words completions occurring by chance on the
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unstudied list (control list). The Priming Score, that measures the extent of
implicit memory, corresponds to the rate of correct completions on the studied
list relative to casual completions on the control list.
DATA ANALYSIS
Priming effect data were analysed by means of Repeated Measures ANOVA,
with Hypnotizability (Highs and Lows) and Gender (Males, Females) as Between
Subject factors, and Task (Control list, Studied list) and Condition (full-
attention, diverted-attention, dual-attention), as Within Subjects factors.
Priming scores data were analysed by means of repeated measures ANOVA,
with Hypnotizability (Highs and Lows) and Gender (Males, Females) as Between
Subject factors and Condition (full-attention, diverted-attention, dual-attention)
as Within Subjects factor. All analysis were performed on arcsin-square root
transformed data.
For RTs evaluation the attentional sessions were subdivided in 4 successive
blocks of 12 words and mean keystroke/vocal RTs of each block were analysed
by means of a separate repeated measures ANOVA, with Hypnotizability (Highs
and Lows) and Gender (Males, Females) as Between Subject factors and Block
(RT1-RT4) as Within Subjects factor.
Figure 1.9: Mean percentage of primed and casual completions in Highs and Lows
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RESULTS
Highs’ scores on absorption (TAS) were generally higher than those of Lows
(Highs vs Lows, 23.00 + 1.11 vs 19.95 + 1.40; mean + SE). On DAPI, Highs
obtained higher scores than Lows on the whole scale (Highs vs Lows, 186.32 +
6.76 vs 162.25 + 5.91; mean + SE) even though separate analysis of the four
subscales revealed that Highs differed significantly from Lows only on the
extremely focused attention items (Highs vs Lows, 82.47 + 4.00 vs 69.25 +
3.15; F(1,34)=6.95, p=0.013).
Implicit memory performance was not influenced by either Hypnotizability or
Sex. Indeed, repeated measures ANOVAs did not show any significant
Hypnotizability and Gender effects. As concern Within-subjects effects, analysis
of priming effects yielded significant Task (Fig. 1.9, Studied list> Control list,
mean + SE, 28.86 + 1.22 > 10.65 + 0.90; F(1,36)=143.18, p<0.0001) and
Condition effects (F(2,72)=61.23, p<0.0001) with the scores in the full-
attention condition (30.48 + 1.34, mean + SE) higher than those obtained
during both diverted-attention (14.29 + 1.25; F(1,36)=75.90, p<0.0001) and
dual-attention (14.49 + 1.09; F(1,36)=92.88, p<0.0001) conditions.
Figure 1.10: Priming scores (means + SE) of Highs and Lows in the three attentional
conditions: diverted-, dual- and full-attention.
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Task X Condition effects (F(2,72)=6.29, p<0.003) were also found, with
scores on the studied words-list higher than those on the control list in all the 3
attentional conditions (full-attention, F(1,39)=116.94, p<0.0001; diverted-
attention, F(1,39)=23.77, p<0.0001; dual-attention, F(1,39)=14.19,
p<0.001). Analysis of Priming Scores showed similar findings. In fact, it yielded
a significant Condition effect with full-attention scores (0.37 + 0.03, mean +
SE) higher than those during both diverted-attention (0.12 + 0.03;
F(1,36)=27.37, p<0.0001) and dual-attention (0.14 + 0.03; F(1,36)=26.22,
p<0.0001) conditions (figures 1.10).
Analysis of RTs did not yield any significant hypnotizability or Sex effects. As
concern Within subjects results, analysis indicated that, in the 3 attentional
conditions, performance tended to get faster along the session. Indeed,
significant Block effects were found for full- (F(3,114)=8.00, p<0.0001),
diverted- (F(3,114)=25.33, p<0.0001), and dual-attention conditions
(F(3,114)=7.67, p<0.001).
Figure 1.11: Reaction times (ms) of Highs and Lows during the study phase in full-
attention. RT (1-4) refers to the mean reaction time (+ SE) calculated in each of 4
successive blocks of 12 words.
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Despite the lack of any significant hypnotizability effect, in the full-attention
condition Highs were generally faster than Lows, especially in the second half of
the session. Indeed, comparisons between Highs and Lows by means of
separate univariate ANOVAs yielded a significant difference between Highs and
Lows at RT3 (F(1,34)=4.98, p<0.05) and RT4 (F(1,34)=5.86, p<0.05) (Fig.
1.11).
Self-ratings of difficulty on word reading during the 3 attentional conditions
reveled that for all subjects reading in full-attention had been very easy
(Highs, 1.3 + 0.5; Lows, 1.4 + 0.4; mean + SD). At variance with Lows, who
assigned low ratings also in the other two conditions (diverted-attention, 1.7 +
0.8; dual-attention, 1.5 + 0.8), 15 out of 20 Highs reported that color-naming
had made word reading quite difficult (diverted-attention, 3.7 + 1.5; dual-
attention, 3.6 + 1.4). As concern self rating of difficulty on color-naming both
groups reported that they had been able to direct their attention away from
the words very easily (Highs, 1.2 + 0.3; Lows, 1.4 + 0.3).
DISCUSSION
Word Stem Completion Task in full-attention, that is the condition without
competing tasks, yielded similar scores independently of the hypnotizability
level of subjects. The similar behavior of Highs and Lows was not surprising. In
fact, on the basis of previous evidence, hypnotizability-related differences were
expected only with explicit memory tasks that are specifically sensitive to
frontal lobe functioning (Farvolden & Woody, 2004). This finding, however,
contrasts with the results of preliminary experiments carried out in our
laboratory that show better performances of Highs than Lows on a word-stem
completion task in which both words and word stem were presented through
the auditory channel (Castellani et al., 2004). This difference could depend on
the sensory modality involved and suggests that the exceptionally efficient
focused attention abilities postulated for Highs could be specifically related to
the auditory domain. Actually, most of the hypnotic induction scales require
the focusing of attention on hypnotist voice and suggestions are administered
through the auditory channel.
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In spite of similar implicit memory scores, analysis of RTs showed that at
encoding (study phase) Highs were faster than Lows. This effect could be
ascribed to the capability of Highs to process words more automatically than
Lows, as suggested by Dixon and coll. (Dixon & Laurence, 1992; Dixon et al.,
1990) on the basis of greater discrepancies between congruent and incongruent
trials in Highs than in Lows, during Stroop color-naming tasks. On the other
hand, shorter RTs in Highs than in Lows is the frequent finding of studies
concerning simple and choice reaction times (Braffman & Kirsch, 2001,
Crawford et al., 1995; Castellani et al., 2007). Thus, the ability of exhibiting
good performances with lower costs in response time than Lows could represent
a generalized skill of Highs attributable to a particularly high efficiency in the
locus coeruleus (LC) mediated arousal component of attention (Castellani et al.,
2007). Indeed, evidence from animal neurophysiological studies indicates a key
role of locus coeruleus-noradrenergic system in facilitating rapid neural
responses in tasks requiring focused attention (Aston-Jones et al., 1999;
Berridge & Waterhouse, 2003; Bouret & Sara, 2005). The synchronized LC
activation mode that is considered responsible for the increased responsiveness
of target neurons in cortical projections areas is likely driven by conscious
cognitive control activity in the anterior cingulated (ACC) and orbito-frontal
cortices. Indeed, despite the limitation due to the scarce temporal resolution of
neuroimaging techniques, a negative correlation between ACC activity and RTs
has been reported in PET and fMRI studies (Naito et al., 2000; Winterer et al.,
2002). This negative correlation has also been the frequent finding in simple
and choice RTs tasks, as assessed by event-related potentials studies (Gallinat
et al., 2002; Mulert et al., 2001, 2003, 2005). Specifically, during choice
reaction tasks, volunteers with faster RTs also showed higher N1 peak
amplitudes and higher ACC activity during the N1 timeframe (LORETA,
equivalent dipole source). Since ACC is considered one of the generator of N1
(Mulert et al., 2004; Giard et al., 1994), these findings suggest that shorter RTs
might be the outcome of increased ACC cognitive control activity (Dehaene et
al., 2003). On these bases, a higher performance monitoring activity in Highs
than in Lows could be suggested.
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During the diverted-attention task, both groups reported that they had been
able to direct their attention away from the words easily; this subjective
evaluation is consistent with their implicit memory scores that were
significantly lower than those in the full-attention condition. In addition, no
significant differences between Highs and Lows were found either in priming or
in vocal reaction times, as Highs resulted as fast as Lows in color-naming.
Actually, on the assumption that focusing attention selectively to the color
should have been particularly easy for Highs (DAPI scores), and on the basis of
their self-report of interference of color-naming on word-reading, we expected
a worse implicit memory performance in Highs than in Lows. Since this was not
the case, we cannot exclude that Highs could have possibly counterbalanced
their disadvantage due to their more marked automatism in verbal processing
with respect to Lows (Dixon & Laurence, 1992; Dixon et al., 1990; Raz et al.,
2003).
In condition of dual-attention, both groups exhibited similar priming scores
that were significantly lowered than those in full-attention. Thus, apparently,
hypnotic trait does not modulate the effects of division of attention on implicit
memory. This finding is in accord with DAPI neuropsychological
characterization (Castellani et al., 2007; Crawford et al., 1993) of Highs and
Lows, as it indicated similar scores of Highs and Lows on the specific subscale
for dual attention.
Again, Highs reported an interference effect of color-naming on word-
reading. Even though the task required paying attention to both color and
word, subjects had to name only the color and this could have added an
element of conflict to the performance. In a recent study (Egner et al., 2005),
a higher conflict-related activity in the dorsal anterior cingulated cortex (ACC)
of Highs with respect to Lows has been found during a Stroop task. More
specifically, ACC activity increased significantly from baseline to hypnosis only
in Highs, suggesting more conflict-related activation in Highs than in Lows after
hypnotic induction.  Moreover, recent studies on the functions of ACC revealed
a close relationship between dorsal ACC activity and conscious mental effort,
as shown by the positive correlation between activity in the dorsal ACC and the
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subjectively evaluated increase in mental effort, and suggested self-ratings as
reliable indices of the conscious effort expended. Thus, in spite of the lack of
any differences between the performances of Highs and Lows, the difficulty
reported by Highs to perform word-reading well during manipulation of
attention could be as well reflect a higher ACC activity related to conscious
monitoring in Highs than in Lows (Mulert et al., 2005).
In conclusion, despite manipulation of attention similarly affects verbal
priming of Highs and Lows, our findings on reaction times and self-reports offer
evidence in support of hypnotizability-related differences in cognitive executive
functions.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION
Evidence from ANT and WSCT suggests the hypothesis of hypnotizability-
related differences in the arousal component of attention. In addition, Highs’
self reports of great interferences during diverted- and divided-attention tasks
suggest hypnotic trait differences in conflict-related executive functions.
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Experiment Two
Aim of the study
In the experiments previously presented (Castellani et al., 2006, 2007)
analysis of reaction times revealed Highs’ ability to exhibit good performances
with lower costs in response time than Lows. Shorter RTs in Highs than in Lows
is the frequent finding of studies concerning simple and choice reaction times in
the visual domain (Braffman & Kirsch, 2001; Crawford et al., 1995). Thus, this
ability could represent a generalized skill of Highs attributable to a particularly
high efficiency in the locus coeruleus-mediated arousal component of attention.
On the other hand, we cannot exclude that the shorter reaction times
exhibited by Highs with respect to Lows, could be related to a particularly
efficient or more automatic visual perceptual capabilities of Highs.
Whatever the reason, one could expect that Highs’ performances on
attention visual tasks were less affected by time constraints than Lows.
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ATTENTIONAL BLINK (AB)
In order to verify this hypothesis we studied possible hypnotizability-related
differences in the temporal dynamics of visual attention and perception by
means of the Attentional Blink task. The Attentional Blink (AB) refers to the
transient dropping in detection accuracy of a Probe, embedded in a stream of
rapid serial visual presentations (RSVP) of distractors, when it falls into a time
window of 500 ms after the onset of a previous Target (T1) (conditional
detection). This deficit is called “attentional” blink because no decrement is
found when T1 detection is not required (single task), suggesting an
attentional, opposed to perceptual, basis for the effect.
According to the neurocomputational theory of Nieuwenhuis and coll (2005),
LC noradrenergic neuromodulatory system would play a key role in the AB
effect. Thus, on the basis of the hypothesized differences in LC activity between
Highs and Lows, hypnotizability-related differences in the amplitude and/or
time course of AB could be expected.
In this study we used an iconic version of AB task. Indeed, all the stimuli in
the sequence were animal shapes. This paradigm had been previously used in
our lab in a study on animal phobia and the results yielded AB effects
comparable to those found with verbal stimuli or familiar objects icons
(D’Alessandro et al., 2005).
METHODS
SUBJECTS
Participants were thirty-six volunteers recruited from a pool of students at
the University of Pisa, who decided to participate to the experiment to obtain
an extra credit for a Physiology Lab (age 23.53 ± 1.99; mean ± SD). Subjects
had earlier been individually screened for hypnotizability by a medical
psychologist using the Italian version of the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility
Scale, Form C (SHSS:C, Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1962). Eighteen individuals
scored in the higher range of the hypnotizability scale (Highs, range 9-12, 15
females) and eighteen scored in the lower range (Lows, score 0-3, 15 females).
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All subject reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed
consent approved by the local Ethical Committee was obtained from all
participants.
STIMULI AND PROCEDURE
Stimuli and the experiment flow chart are shown in Figure 2.1 and 2.2.
Experiment was run on a FreeBSD PC system (Imago program,
feanor.sssup.it/∼pv/). Stimuli were projected for 70 ms in the centre of a
screen placed at 57 cm from the eyes of the subject so that each image
covered an area of 4°x4°. The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) was set at 30 ms to
obtain a frequency of images presentation of 10 Hz. The simultaneous
presentation of an acoustic warning cue and the fixation point in the centre of
the screen signalled the beginning of the sequence presentation. Each
sequence consisted of three types of stimuli: Distractors, Target, and Probe.
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the stimuli and temporal parameters
Distractors consisted of 24 shapes/outlines of different animals, uniformly
coloured in black; the Target was an animal shape coloured in blue, randomly
chosen among the 24 distractors; the Probe was a black shape of a butterfly
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and did not belong to the group of the distractors. In the sequence the Target
was presented at a distance of 9-13 distractors from the beginning. The Probe
was presented 10 times in each of 4 different positions of the sequence,
namely lag I, lag III, lag V, and lag VII, corresponding, respectively, to
latencies of 100, 300, 500 and 700 ms from Target presentation. Twenty catch
trials in which the Probe was lacking were also included so that a total of 60
sequences, produced in a randomized order, were presented at each
participant. During the experimental session participants were sitting in front of
the monitor in a darkened and sound attenuated room and instructed on the
experimental procedure. They were also asked to focus on the fixation point
throughout the task avoiding eye movements. In order to reduce head
movements and to maintain the distance from the screen fixed, subjects
positioned their head on a suitable support.
Figure 2.2: Flow Chart of a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) trial
The session included 10 training trials followed by two blocks of 60
experimental trials. In the first block the participants’ task was to detect the
Probe while ignoring all the other stimuli, included the colored Target (Simple
Detection Task); in the second block the participants were asked to identify the
colored Target and detect the Probe (Conditional Detection Task). In both
conditions subjects were instructed to respond verbally at the end of each
sequence trying to report their visual experience as more accurately as
possible, avoiding any guess on the presence of the Probe and/or the identity
of the Target.
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The Attentional Blink task was carried out at least one month after
hypnotizability assessment. Volunteers were not informed that there were any
relationships between the task and hypnotizability.
DATA ANALYSIS
In the Simple Detection task the percentage of correct detection of each
Probe in each of the 4 lag/position (100, 300, 500 and 700 ms) was calculated
for each participant. In the Conditional Detection task, for each subject and
position, the percentage of correct detection of each Probe was calculated with
respect to the number of trials in which the Target was correctly identified. All
the trials in which the identification of the Target was incorrect were excluded
from the analysis. For analysis percentage data were arcsine transformed
according to the Anscombe formula (Anscombe, 1948). Data were analyzed by
means of Repeated Measures ANOVA with Lag (I, III, V, VII) and Task (Simple
Detection, Conditional Detection) as Within Subjects factors and Group (Highs,
Lows) as Between Subjects factor.
During the Conditional Detection task, for each subject, the number of false
positive detections on catch trials were computed and analyzed by univariate
ANOVA, with Group (Highs, Lows) as Between Subjects factor. For each subject
and for each lag, the number of correct Target identifications were also
calculated and analyzed by means of Repeated Measures ANOVA, with Lag (I,
III, V, VII) as Within Subjects factors, and Group (Highs, Lows) as Between
Subjects factor.
In order to reveal different patterns of changes between Highs and Lows
across the four different lags, planned pair wise linear comparisons and
polynomial contrasts were carried out. Significance was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS
PROBE DETECTION
Figure 2.3 shows the mean percentage of simple and conditional detections
of the probe scored by the two groups. As can be observed, accuracy on simple
detection is very high (> 80%) for both groups, independently of the probe 
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On the contrary, the conditional detection of the butterfly is strongly affected
by the probe lag in both groups. When the butterfly is presented within an
interval of 500 ms after the target, its detection falls below 65%, with the
lowest score (< 40%) at 300 ms after the target, thus suggesting that a similar
attentional blink (AB) effect occurred in both Highs and Lows. Statistical
analysis are in line with these observations revealing significant Task
(F(1,34)=208.44, p<0.001) and Lag (F(3,102)=28.62, p<0.001) effects as well
as a significant Lag X Task interaction (F(3,102)=29.52, p<0.001). Pair wise
comparisons between simple and conditional detection scores showed
significant differences (p<0.01) at all lags.
Figure 2.3: Mean percentage of simple and conditional detections of the
probe scored by the two groups.
No difference between Groups or Group X Task/Lag interactions was found,
thus confirming a similar attentional blink (AB) effect in Highs and Lows.
In spite of this, polynomial contrasts analysis (useful to predict patterns of
change across an ordered sequence of testing conditions) yielded a significant
linear trend for the interaction between Lag and Group (F(1,34)=4.71,
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p<0.038), that is the difference between Highs and Lows changed linearly
across the successive lags. In fact, as shown in Figure 2.4, the percentage of
probe detection is greater in Highs than in Lows at lag I; this difference
gradually reduces across lag III and V and reverses at lag VII. Analysis carried
out on the two tasks separately reveals the same general trend. In fact, probe
detection scores of Highs were general higher than those of Lows during both
tasks; this difference tended to be greater at lag I and III even though it was
significant only during the single detection task at lag I (F(1,34)=
8.803,p<0.005). In addition, during conditional detection the difference
between Highs and Lows reverses at lag VII. As concern false positive detection
during catch trials no significant effects were found.
Figure 2.4: Mean percentage of probe detection scored by the two groups
across the two task conditions.
TARGET IDENTIFICATION
Figure 2.5 shows the mean percentage of target identification scored by the
two groups during conditional detection.
Analysis of variance yielded significant Lag (F(3,102)=16.57, p<0.001) and
Group effects (F(1,34)=7.30, p=0.011), with Highs identification scores
generally lower than those of Lows. A significant quadratic trend for the
interaction between Lag and Group (F(1,34)=5.41, p=0.026) was also found,
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indicating that in the two groups the pattern of changes across lags is quite
different.
In fact, as can be observed in Fig. 2.5, the percentage of target identification
at lag I is similar in Highs and Lows (91 and 93%, respectively); however, at
difference with Lows whose scores remain high (range 88-99%) across lags,
Highs performance gradually declines, reaching its minimum at lag V (79%), to
recover at lag VII (97%). This different pattern of changes is also confirmed by
pair wise comparisons that showed significant differences between groups at
lag III (F(1,34)=5.82, p=0.021) and V (F(1,34)=5.83, p=0.021).
Figure 2.5: Mean percentage of target identification scored by the two groups
during conditional detection
DISCUSSION
This study showed that the transient attention impairment induced by the
conditional detection of Probe – the AB effect - is similar in Highs and Lows.
This finding suggests per se that the attention capabilities of Highs and Lows
share similar temporal dynamics. However, Probe detection scores,
independently of the experimental session, tended to be generally higher in
Highs than in Lows (fig.2.4). This finding could be likely ascribed to general
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better visual perceptual capabilities of Highs than Lows, in condition of rapid
serial visual presentation. On the other hand, according to our hypothesis of a
higher efficiency in the Locus Coeruleus-mediated arousal component of
attention in Highs than in Lows, this effect could also be due to an increased
noradrenergic-dependent responsiveness of efferent neurons in cortical
projections areas of Highs, improving their performance on probe detection.
Interestingly, this difference was greater at lag I and III and reduced linearly
across the successive intervals, suggesting that at short lags Highs’ detection
processes enjoyed of a sort of facilitation. This is particularly marked in the
single detection task where the difference between Highs and Lows reaches
significance at lag I from Target. In effect, the colored Target appears in both
single and conditional task with the difference that, in the first case, the
voluntary engagement of attention on Target is not required. The notion that
colored targets/distractors are able to automatically attract attention is widely
acknowledged (Folk et al., 2002; Maki & Mebane, 2006; Maki et al., 2003;
Snowden, 2002). However, as suggested by Maki & Mebane (2006) by
employing colored distractors, attention drawn by color is rapidly disengaged
and is not sufficient per se to produce an AB effect that, indeed, occurs only to
the extent that the distractor is task relevant.
It is also known (Potter et al., 2002; Visser et al., 1999) that if two
competitors are equally strong (i.e two targets), their presentation in close
temporal succession may lead to the joint integration of the two events into a
single episodic trace so that they both get access to attention resources. This
phenomenon that causes the partial sparing of performance on the second
target (T2) at lag 1, has been labelled Lag 1 sparing. This effect is consistent
with the predictions of the Locus Coeruleus model of Nieuwenhuis; namely,
when T2 immediately follows the first target (T1) it may benefit from the
noradrenaline release elicited by the LC phasic response to T1.
Thus, differences between Highs and Lows in the automatic capture of
attention by color as well as in LC phasic activity, could explain the great
difference between Highs and Lows in probe detection at lag I.
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BOX 1
A : experimental results from an Attentional Blink (AB) study. Second target (T2)
detection accuracy is plotted as a function of the lag between the first target (T1) and T2.
B: peristimulus time histogram of activity from a typical monkey Locus Coeruleus (LC)
neuron during target trials in a visual target detection task. During periods when the
monkey is engaged in the task, LC activity is characterized by a phasic increase in firing
rate posttarget, followed by a brief, refractory-like decrement in firing. C.: activation
dynamics of the abstracted LC in the single-target control condition and in the standard
attentional blink condition for Lags I–VI. LC activity and norepinephrine (NE) output are
scaled on separate axes. Plotted data are averages across all simulated trials and, hence,
include T2 correct detections and misses. Modified from Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005. D:
possible interaction between Locus Coeruleus, Anterior Cingulate Cortex and
Orbitofrontal Cortex.
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More specifically, in Highs, Probe detection could have gained prioritized
access to attentional resources due to a stronger engagement of attention by
the nearby (lag I) colored shape than in Lows.
Another interesting finding concerns Target identification during the
conditional task. When associated to Probe detection, Lows’ scores on Target
identification maintained over 90% with the exception of lag V (88%). This
slight reduction might reflect a backward interference effect of Probe detection
on Target identification that would be particularly effective at intermediate lags.
In Highs, Target identification during the conditional task was generally worse
than in Lows, especially at lag III and V, where differences between Highs and
Lows reached significance. Thus, the lowest performance of Highs during dual
tasks seems associated with those conditions in which interference between the
two tasks is likely to occur. This finding is in accord with previous findings that
indicated strong conflict effects in Highs during tasks that require attending
simultaneously to different characteristics of a target stimulus (Castellani et al.,
2006; Castellani & Sebastiani, submitted).
In conclusion, despite no differences between Highs and Lows were found in
the temporal dynamics of visual attention, hypnotizability-related differences in
the processes related to perception awareness (i.e. detection and identification)
can be hypothesized.
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Experiment Three
Aim of the study
Results obtained in the previous series of experiments indicated an
advantage of Highs with respect to Lows in terms of 1) lower costs in response
time during focused attention tasks; 2) better performance on stimulus
detection in condition in which perception is deemed highly unlikely due to time
constrain. However, in the three experimental paradigms employed the
relationship between hypnotic susceptibility and attention was studied only in
the visual domain. Indeed, all stimuli (arrows, words and animal shapes)
consisted of visual stimuli.
In this section we presented the initial results of a psychophysiological study
designed to investigate possible differences between Highs and Lows in the
early perceptual processing of visual and auditory stimuli during a series of
attentional tasks.
We showed the preliminary results of an experiment aimed to verify whether
the attention abilities of Highs might depend on the sensory modality involved.
In fact, there are indications suggesting that the focused attention capabilities
of Highs could be prominent in the auditory domain (Castellani et al., 2004).
Specifically, the neuro-psychophysiological model of hypnosis assumes that
highly hypnotizable individuals, due to their peculiar focused attention
capabilities, would be engaged in the first stage of hypnotic induction by easily
focusing their attention on hypnotist’s voice/instructions and, in effect, most of
the hypnotic induction scales require focusing of attention on the hypnotist
voice and suggestions are administered through the auditory channel.
In order to verify this issue we planned a WSCT in full attention that
consisted of a study phase in which subjects were asked to respond to words
presented in the auditory modality, and a test phase in which subject were
tested for implicit memory by word stem completion. We used, in different
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individuals, a combination of the same lists of words employed in the preceding
implicit memory study so that we could evaluate possible priming difference
between Highs and Lows as well as possible differences between priming
results in the auditory domain and those previously obtained in the visual
domain (experiment 1.2). During the study phase we recorded reaction times
and Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) associated with word reading. Since
previous authors have suggested a more automatic verbal processing in Highs
than in Lows one could expect to find differences between Highs and Lows just
from the early phases of stimulus processing.
Because, at present, the number of subjects included in the study is very
small, the results are just preliminary.
Event-related potentials
In humans, event-related potentials have become a useful technique for the
study of selective attention and perception. In fact, ERPs are voltage changes
recorded from the scalp that are time-locked to a sensory, motor, or cognitive
process, and then provide an electroencephalographic window onto brain
function during cognition. ERPs are well suited for studying attention because
they can provide a more complete picture of processing at various levels of the
nervous system than can be obtained from behavioural methods alone. In a
number of cases the neural generators of specific ERP components have been
characterized. Another very important advantage of ERP recording is that they
offer a measure of the processing of both attended and unattended stimuli
during conditions of focused attention. Also, the high temporal resolution (of
the order of milliseconds) of the ERPs provides information about the timing of
neural/cognitive events that is difficult to infer from behaviour and that is not
available in other physiological methods (PET, fMRI).
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ERPs components of word processing
The neurophysiological mechanisms of language processing have been
largely investigated by means of event related potentials. Most of the
experiments investigating word recognition have used visual stimuli given the
relative difficulty of presenting language auditorily in a controlled experimental
situation. More recently several researchers have started to record ERPs also to
auditorily presented words.
N400
One particular event-related potential component that has been largely
analysed in the studies on language processing is the N400. The N400 is a
negative wave in a time window between 300 and 600 ms after stimulus onset,
peaking at approximately 400 ms post-stimulus (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980 a,b). It
is largest over centro-parietal sites, although it can be observed across the
whole scalp (for review, see Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Kutas & Van Petten,
1994). This component has been associated to ongoing linguistic analysis such
that, in general, every word elicits an N400, although the topography and
latency of the N400 may change depending on the procedure. The great
majority of researches deals with written words, but early studies
demonstrated that N400 can be recorded with acoustic paradigms (MacCallum
et al., 1984; Connolly et al., 1990). Since N400 can be evoked by presentation
of the American Sign Language (Neville, 1985), that potential is modality-
independent. Spoken nonmeaningful words generate longer N400 and slower
reaction times, compared to meaningful word targets (Attias & Pratt, 1992), a
finding indicating a longer search in the semantic memory, just as a ‘second
look’ (Picton & Hillyard, 1988). Spoken sentences generate N400 with a longer
latency, compared to the visual presentation (Connolly & Phillips, 1994) and
with slight age-dependent changes (Woodward et al., 1993). The N400 is also
somewhat larger over the right hemisphere for words and significantly larger
over the left hemisphere for environmental sounds, suggesting hemispheric
differences in the neural networks underlying the processing of words and
environmental sounds. No clear explanation has been suggested for this rather
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counterintuitive right hemispheric predominance even though some authors
(van Petten & Rhinefelder, 1995; Plante et al., 2000) interpreted it as a
“paradoxical lateralization”, a phenomenon most often seen for motor
potentials (Boschert et al., 1983; Boschert & Deecke, 1986) during unilateral
foot movements. This atypical result has been attributed to the fact that
cortical representations of the foot are near the medial surface of the contra-
lateral hemisphere but the neurons are oriented so that the current flow is
greatest toward the opposite site of the head (Van Petten & Rhinefelder,
1995).
N400 is also an indicator of semantic integration of the incoming word with
the foregoing content: the more explicit the expectation for the next word, the
larger the N400 amplitude for words violating the expectation (Kutas &
Hillyard, 1983; Kutas & van Petten, 1994; Halgren et al., 2002). N400
amplitudes were larger for low frequency than for high-frequency words while
amplitudes decreased with increasing position, presumably reflecting the build-
up of context “online”. The N400 can also be elicited by mismatching
meaningful stimulus pairs: two words, two pictures, or a picture and a word
(Koivisto & Revonsuo, 2001; Hamm et al., 2002; Ganis & Kutas, 2003; Perrin
& Garcia-Larrea, 2003; Wang et al., 2004).
However, there is disagreement concerning the temporal nature of N400
modulation: some experimental results indicated that the amplitude is
modulated by lexical processes (e.g., Besson et al., 1992; Deacon et al.,
2000); other studies argued that the N400 is sensitive to post-lexical
integration (e.g., Brown & Hagoort, 1993).
N170
Another ERP wave that has been recently associated to words processing is
the N170. The N170 is a component of the event-related potential peaking
between 150 and 200 ms and showing an occipito-temporally negative and
fronto-centrally positive topography. Investigations of the psychological
principles that drive the N170 to respond more strongly to some classes of
stimuli over others have demonstrated perceptual expertise effects across
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several classes of stimuli (Maurer et al., 2005a). These results support a
potential relationship between extensive visual experience with a stimulus
domain and alterations in visual processes within the first 200 ms of perceptual
identification. This framework of perceptual expertise may also account for
experience dependent changes in reading skill – a domain in which extensive
practice develops considerable visual expertise at the level of letter-strings and
the pattern by which letters typically are combined to create visual word forms
(McCandliss et al., 2003).
Neurophysiological studies have shown that skilled adult readers develop
fast, perceptual identification processes that are specialized for words and
other letter strings, reflected by differences in N170 responses compared to
control stimuli, such as symbol strings, that control for visual features (Maurer
et al., 2005b; Bentin et al., 1999; Brem et al., 2005; Tarkiainen et al., 1999).
Unlike findings of right-lateralized or bilateral N170 responses for faces, N170
responses to word stimuli showed a left-lateralized topography (Maurer et al.,
2005b; Rossion et al., 2003; Brandeis et al., 1995; Koenig et al., 1998;
Skrandies, 1998). Across studies, however, the degree of the left-lateralization
varied between strong (Rossion et al., 2003; Koenig et al., 1998) and
moderate (Maurer et al., 2005b; Skrandies, 1998). Some studies also showed
that the N170 is sensitive for linguistic processing (McCandliss et al., 1997;
Compton et al., 1991). Consonant strings had larger N170 amplitudes than
words (McCandliss et al., 1997; Compton et al., 1991), and sublexically
irregular pseudowords were in between (McCandliss et al., 1997). Other
studies, however, did not find N170 differences between words and
pseudowords (Maurer et al., 2005b; Bentin et al., 1999; Wydell et al., 2003).
In one study, the differences between consonant strings and words were only
found for lexical and semantic tasks, but not during implicit reading (Bentin et
al., 1999), whereas it was found across semantic, passive, and implicit viewing
in another (McCandliss et al., 1997). These results suggest that N170
responses are somewhat variable across experiments, which might be due to
different task demands and presentation modes.
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Word frequency effects in the N170 were more consistently found across
studies, with low frequency words producing more negative N170 amplitudes
(Assadollahi & Pulvermuller, 2003; Hauk & Pulvermuller, 2004; Neville et al.,
1992; Sereno et al., 2003; Sereno et al., 1998; but see also Proverbio et al.,
2004).
Inference from language differences between English and German suggests
that the left-lateralized topographic effect in reading-related N170
specialization may reflect spelling-to-sound conversion, which might be less
automatically engaged in pseudoword processing in English due to more
ambiguous pronunciation of novel word forms.
Early ”obligatory” ERPs components
Sensory stimuli in all modalities are associated with ERPs waves that are
related to the transmission of sensory information from the peripheral sensory
system to the cortex and to the arrival of that information in the cortex. For
the auditory stimuli, for example, short latency (less than 10 ms) deflections
correspond to the activation of various brain-stem nuclei involved in the
transmission of auditory information. Later deflections (up to 100 ms)
correspond to the arrival of this information in various regions of the cortex.
Although, for all modalities, many of these sensory components are modifiable
by, for example, attentional manipulation, the components are also
“obligatory” in the sense that they will be observed in every individual and in
every condition unless the specific sensory system is compromised in some
way.
When the temporal separation between words in a sentence is sufficiently
large and also when words are presented individually the early obligatory
components of ERPS (the P1-N1-P2 complex) are clearly observable in grand
averages. However, at present there are no studies on language processing
investigating possible modulations of the obligatory components.
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P1-N1 and attention
Despite ERPs indices of selective attention have been mostly studied in the
visual modalities (Natale et al., 2006) extensive research has been conducted
also in auditory and somatosensory modalities. In line with visual studies
findings, research on auditory attention clearly showed that attention affects
auditory processing by its very early stage that is by 20-50 ms post-stimulus.
This P20-50 attention effect is generated in the auditory cortex, perhaps as
early as the primary sensory receiving area.
Numerous studies have described attention effects on the sensory-evoked
N1 component (80-100 ms latency) of auditory ERP. N1 attention effect has
been interpreted as a selective filtering of auditory inputs that produces
amplitude modulation of the generators of the N1 component in the superior
temporal plane in the auditory cortex. On the basis of the relative timing of
P20-50 and N1 as well as of the correlation between the amplitude modulation
of N1 and P1 peaks, it has been suggested that the neural activity reflected by
the two components could form a serial network for cortical auditory
information processing (for a review see Rugg and Coles, 1995).
P200
The P200 is a positive-going waveform component whose peak varies in
latency from 150–275 ms. Although not much is known about the P200, the
results of several studies suggest that the P200 is not merely an exogenous
component but may be related to endogenous or cognitive processing variables
as well (McDonough et al., 1992). The P200 may index mechanisms of
selective attention (e.g., Hackley et al., 1990), feature detection processes
(Luck & Hillyard, 1994), and other early sensory stages of item encoding.
Several researchers have identified a P200-like component using principal
components factor analysis which has been shown to be positively related to
retrieval in short-term memory experiments (e.g., Chapman et al., 1978;
Friedman et al., 1981; Taylor et al., 1990). Other evidence suggests that P200
amplitude may even be related to partial retrieval of semantic information from
long-term memory into working memory (e.g., Garrett-Peters et al., 1994;
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Preston et al., 1977; Raney, 1993; Stelmack et al., 1988), since it appears to
be related to subsequent recognition (Smith, 1993) or recall (Garrett-Peters et
al., 1994) in intermediate memory as opposed to short-term memory tasks.
P200 peak amplitude data (Dunn et al., 1998) suggest that low recallers
generate greater frontal P200 amplitude and smaller parietal/occipital
amplitudes than high recallers while encoding the words across various
memory tasks. It may be that anterior and posterior P200s index different
aspects of word feature detection and encoding. Thus, high recallers may be
more efficient at simple feature detection processes (e.g.,Luck & Hillyard,
1994), thereby generating smaller frontal P200 amplitudes than low recallers,
but engage in more complex encoding processes as indexed by larger posterior
P200 amplitudes than low recallers. Some research suggests that central as
well as posterior P200s may be related to increased recall in short-term (e.g.,
Chapman et al., 1978) and intermediate memory tasks (e.g., Garrett-Peters et
al., 1994).
ERPs and hypnotizability
According to the neuropsychophysiological theory of hypnosis the disposition
for more focused and sustained attentional involvement is positively related to
hypnotizability. Such attentional involvement has been investigated by
analysing possible hypnotizability related differences of either amplitude or/and
latency of specific wave components of ERPs during various attentional tasks.
In a study in which subjects were required to count mentally the number of
flashes of light presented at different intensities, greater vertex visual ERPs
amplitudes at P200 were found in Highs than in Lows. In addition Highs had
shorter P200 than did Lows. The larger amplitudes and shorter latencies of
P200 suggest a greater attentive involvement in Highs while attending to
environmental stimuli. In a study of selective attention during a dichotic tone
task, auditory ERPs to frequent tones were recorded in Highs and Lows while
selectively attending to either the left or right ear. No significant differences
were found in N1 peak amplitude, however later P200 amplitude was smaller in
Highs than in Lows implying that the negative N1 deflection was prolonged by
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selective attention. Indeed N1 latency in Highs was prolonged expecially when
tones were presented on the left side. Since various authors postulated a
greater right-hemispheric specialization in Highs the increase in latency could
reflect a right hemisphere difficulty with analytical processing of tones. (for a
review see: Crawford & Gruzelier, 1992).
A commonly espoused hypothesis popular since the 1970s is that hypnosis
involves right-hemispheric lateralization and many EEG studies have reported
shifts toward greater right-hemisphere relative to left-hemisphere involvement
during hypnosis. However, according to the neuropsychophysiological model of
hypnosis prior to and at the beginning of hypnotic induction when subjects’
attention is fully engaged by focused attention instructions, a greater frontal
left-hemisphere activation is found in Highs than in Lows.  As Highs enter
hypnosis a shift in hemispheric balance towards greater right hemispheric
involvement occurs.
EEG studies performed outside the hypnotic conditions showed that Highs
EEGs were more activated in the left hemisphere relative to the right
hemisphere during analytic tasks, whereas the opposite occurred during
holistic, visuo-spatial tasks. Also, differential asymmetries between Highs and
Lows were found in the alpha bands at the anterior and posterior regions.
Specifically, in the anterior region Highs showed more left-hemisphere
dominance than Lows whereas in the posterior regions Highs were more right-
hemisphere dominant.
Topographic mapping of EEG at rest and during cognitive performance
conditions showed a left-hemisphere bias in Highs at least in some conditions
(for a review see: Crawford & Gruzelier, 1992).
METHODS
SUBJECTS
Participants were twelve volunteers recruited from a pool of students at the
University of Pisa, who decided to participate in the experiment to obtain an
extra credit for a Physiology Lab (age 22 ± 1.87, mean ± SD). All subjects
were right-handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
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(Oldfield, 1971). Their hearing was normal and no neurological complaints
reported.
Subjects had earlier been individually screened for hypnotizability by a
medical psychologist using the Italian version of the Stanford Hypnotic
Susceptibility Scale, Form C (SHSS:C, Weitzenhoffer & Hilgard, 1962), that is
currently one of the highly used standard scales to measure hypnotic
susceptibility. Six individuals scored in the higher range of the hypnotizability
scale (Highs, score 9-12, 3 females) and six scored in the lower range (Lows,
score 0-3, 3 females). All subjects reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
PROCEDURE
The experimental procedure consisted of three phases: study, distractor,
and test. In both study and test phase words (or word stem) were presented
one at a time.
All auditory stimuli were digitized at 44.1 kHz with a 16-bit sampling rate.
The average intensity of all auditory stimuli was normalized to 65 dB.
During the study phase participants were tested individually in a single
session, which required approximately 40 min to complete. They were
informed that they were about to take part in an experiment to assess their
attention. Following the application of the EEG electrodes, participants were
comfortably seated in front of a computer monitor located 57 cm away. They
were instructed to listen to words presented monaurally and to press a keypad
as quickly as possible when they had completed listening, thus allowing
measuring of reaction times (RTs). This task ensured that participants
attentively listened to the words during the experiment. Following brief training
on the switch-monitoring task, participants listened to 36 words randomly
repeated for three times. There was a 2000 ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI)
between the offset of the last word and the appearance of the next. The delay
guaranteed a period of time in which the N400 could be clearly examined
without the risk of contamination from sensory responses evoked by the next
words. Participants were asked to remain as relaxed as possible during the test
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phase trials to minimize EEG artifacts due to head and body movements.
During test phase they were also instructed to refrain from blinking between
the display of the fixation cross and the response, in order to minimize the
effect of oculomotor artifacts on the EEG.
During test phase, 56 word stem (36 from the study list and 20 nonstudied)
were presented in black on a light grey screen for 3 seconds. The critical stems
were presented in a random order with respect to the study condition, 4 buffer
stems were presented at the beginning of the list, and the filler stems (from
nonstudied words) were distributed randomly throughout the test list.
Participants were instructed to complete each stem with the first Italian
word that came to mind as soon as/once the word stem disappeared. The
instructions emphasized the need to provide the first solution because of the
limited time available.
The instructions for all three conditions were provided before the start of the
study phase. No mention of the test phase, or the nature of the test, was made
until the start of the test phase.
PRIMING EFFECT ANALYSIS
The magnitude of Implicit Memory was measured by calculating the Priming
Effect indices. Priming Effect is referred to a facilitation effect and occurs when
the number of completed stems on studied words-list is higher than words
completions occurring by chance on the unstudied list (control list).
All analysis were performed on arcsine transformed data according to the
Anscombe formula (Anscombe, 1948). Priming effect data were analysed by
means of Repeated Measures ANOVA, with Trait (Highs and Lows) as Between
Subjects factors, and Task (Control list, Studied list) as Within Subjects
factors. RT were analysed by means of one-way ANOVA with Trait as between
subjects factor.
EEG RECORDING
The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 30 electrode sites placed
according to the International 10-20 system (FP1, FP2, FZ, F3, F4, F7, F8, FCZ,
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FC3, FC4, FT7, FT8, CZ, C3, C4, T3, T4, T5, T6, CPZ, CP3, CP4, TP7, TP8, PZ,
P3, P4, OZ, O1, O2) by Ag/AgCl electrodes embedded in an elastic_cap (Quick-
Caps from Compumedics/Neuroscan).
Figure 3.1: NuAmps 40 Channel Quik-Cap. Quick-Caps are manufactured of
highly elastic breathable Lycra material with soft neoprene electrode gel
reservoirs for enhanced patient comfort.
    
Figure 3.2: NuAmps 4.3 EEG amplifier system and software.
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The vertex electrode FCZ was used as reference, and the recording was re-
referred off-line to a linked ear-lobes reference. A ground electrode was placed
at FPZ. In addition, two horizontal (situated at the outer left and outer right
canthus) and two vertical electrooculogram (EOG) electrodes (above and below
the right eye) recorded bipolarly eye movements and blinks. Impedances of
scalp electrodes were kept below 10 k_. Raw data were continuously recorded
with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and bandpass filtered (0.1–100 Hz) by a
NuAmps EEG amplifier system.
Off-line processing of the data from each participant consisted of the
following steps. Following re-referencing of the signals, we applied a band-pass
filter to EEG (0.5 – 46 Hz), EOG (0.5 – 8 Hz) and EKG (0.5 – 30 Hz) signals,
respectively. To remove artifact from the EEG signal, all data were visually
inspected and then processed through an automatic algorithm (Temporally
Constrained Independent Component Analysis, cICA) (James & Gibson, 2003)
that detracted EOG and EKG from the signals. At this point recordings were
segmented into epochs time-locked to the stimuli that extended from 100 ms
pre-stimulus to 900 ms post-stimulus. The data were baseline corrected to a
common 100 ms pre-stimulus baseline.
ERPs ANALYSIS
Latency and amplitude of the following waves were considered: P100
(70/120 ms), N170 (150/190 ms), P200 (200/280 ms) and N400. The N400
was scored as the most negative point in the 350–650 ms latency range. Peak
latency was defined as the time from the stimulus onset to the point as the
most negative or positive peak. Amplitude was defined as the voltage
difference between the peak and the zero line.
Peak amplitude and latency of the different waves were analysed separately
by means of Analysis of variance for repeated measurements (SPSS v.11.0
statistical software). The Greenhouse and Geisser (1959) non-sphericity
correction was applied. Following convention, unadjusted degrees of freedom
are reported, along with the Greenhouse–Geisser epsilon value (_) and
adjusted p-value. ANOVAs were conducted separately for midline sites (FZ,
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FCZ, CZ, CPZ, PZ, OZ; yielding the within factor of Site) and medio-lateral
sites (left hemisphere, anterior to posterior: FP1, F3, F7, FC3, FT7, C3, CP3,
P3, TP7. T3, T5, O1; right hemisphere, anterior to posterior: FP2, F4, F8, FC4,
FT8, C4, CP4, P4, TP8, T4, T6, O2 yielding the within factors Hemisphere and
Site) with Trait (Highs and Lows) as between subjects factor.
Selected subsets of the full electrode montage was also chosen to allow the
magnitude of differences between Highs and Lows to be assessed as a function
of regional location of the electrode sites. All effects reported below are
significant at least at p<.05.
RESULTS
PRIMING EFFECT RESULTS
Since the following data have been obtained from a small sample of subjects
(6 Highs and 6 Lows) results cannot be considered conclusive but only
suggestive of possible Trait differences.
Figure 3.3: Mean frequency of primed and casual completions in Highs and Lows
Repeated measures ANOVAs did not show any significant Trait effects (Figure
3.3). However, analysis performed separately on the two lists yielded a
significant difference Between-subject (F(1,11)=9.740, p<0.011) in the Study
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list, with Highs’ scores in the priming effect (0.42 + 0.03, mean + SE) higher
than those obtained in Lows (0.34 + 0.01, mean + SE).
Furthermore, no differences in RTs were found between Highs (349.81 +
69.55, mean + SD) and Lows (300.31 + 103.17, mean + SD).
Figure 3.4: Mean latency (ms) for the ERPs components P100,
N170, P200, N400 in Highs and Lows.
Figure 3.5: Mean amplitude (µV) for the ERPs components P100,
N170, P200, N400 in Highs and Lows.
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ERPs RESULTS
Grand average waveforms relative to the different regional electrode
locations that yielded significant effects are plotted in figures 3.6 and 3.7.
As can be observed word presentation evoked an initial sensory P1-N170-P2
complex, followed by a prolonged low-amplitude negativity, frontally prevalent,
throughout the length of the word (N400). A small positive component peaking
at 340 ms, superimposed on the negative deflection, was also present.
Figure 3.6: Grand average waveforms relative to frontal (F3/F4, F7/F8, FP1/FP2)
and temporal (T3/T4, T5/T6, TP7/TP8) regional electrode location.
Figure 3.7: Grand average waveforms relative to frontal (F3/F4, F7/F8, FP1/FP2)
and temporal (T3/T4, T5/T6, TP7/TP8) regional electrode location for the early-
obligatory waves.
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P100
P100 peak amplitude showed a main effect of Hemisphere (F(1,10)=6.451,
p<0.029) and Hemisphere x Trait (F(1,10)=5.004, p<0.049) at the temporal
electrode sites (T3-T4, T5-T6, TP7-TP8). Follow-up analysis revealed that in
Highs, at difference with Lows, P100 peak showed a hemispheric asymmetry
(F1,5)=40.698, p<0.001), with greater amplitude on the right (0.893 µV) than
on the left (0.598 µV) temporal region. No latency effects were found.
N170
N170 peak latency showed a main effect of Trait (F(1,10)=9.919, p<0.01),
with shorter latencies in Lows (175.59 ms) than in Highs (197.55 ms) over the
temporal region and at the posterior midline sites (PZ-OZ) (Lows,174.49;
Highs, 188.69; F(1,10)=7.001, p<0.024). In addition, in Lows N170 duration
(92.84 ms) was generally shorter than in Highs (106.18 ms).
Figure 3.8: Grand average waveforms relative to the central electrode locations
(FZ, PZ, OZ).
P200
P200 peak amplitude showed a Trait main effect (F(1,10)=6.327, p<0.031) at
the temporal region, with greater values in Lows (1.766 µV) than in Highs
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(0.475 µV). One-way ANOVA performed separately at the different electrode
sites revealed significant differences specifically at T3 (Highs, 0.875; Lows,
2.467) and T4 (Highs, 0.082; Lows, 1.999).
Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of the regional differences between N170 and
N400 latencies of Highs and Lows. Only significante differences (p>.05) are shown.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic representation of the regional differences between P100, P200
and N400 amplitudes of Highs and Lows. Only significant differences (p>.05) are
shown.
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A significant Hemisphere x Trait interaction (F(1,10)=12.324, p<0.006) was
also found at the frontal region. Follow-up analysis revealed a hemispheric
asymmetry only in Highs (F(1,5)=48.046, p<0.001), with greater amplitudes
on the left (1.4 µV ) than on the right (0.7 µV), and greater peaks in Lows than
in Highs at the right frontal sites F4 (Highs, 0.674; Lows, 2.495) and F8
(Highs, 0.340; Lows, 2.286). At the midline sites, latency showed a main effect
for the interaction Site x Trait (F(5,50)=4.049, ε= 0.340, p<0.042).
N400
N400 peak amplitude showed Hemisphere main effects at both the frontal
(F(1,10)=4.954, p<0.05) and temporal regions (F(1,10)=6.857, p<0.026),
with greater peak amplitude on the right than on the left side. At the frontal
regions Site (F(4,40)=6.746, p<0.0001) and Trait (F(1,10)=6.007, p<0.034)
effects were also found. Subsequent analysis performed separately at the
different frontal sites yielded significant Trait differences, with greater
amplitude in Highs than in Lows, specifically at FT7, F4, F8 and FP2.
Trait differences in N400 peak latency were also found at the frontal region
(F(1,10)=5.265, p<0.045). More specifically, Lows showed significant shorter
latencies than Highs at F3 and F8.
DISCUSSION
Priming effect results obtained by presenting words through the auditory
channel were different from those obtained with visually presented words. In
fact, while in the visual domain Highs and Lows did not show any differences in
implicit memory, in the auditory domain Highs exhibited greater scores than
Lows. Another difference concerns RTs measured during the study phase.
While in the previous experiment word reading was faster in Highs than in
Lows, in this case analysis of RTs did not reveal any Trait differences.
Even though these results must be considered just preliminary due to the
small sample size, they are suggestive of possible trait related differences in
the processing of the various sensory modalities during attentional tasks.
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As for ERPs recorded during the study phase, differences between Highs and
Lows occurred mainly at frontal and temporal sites.
In the temporal regions, differences concerning the amplitude and/or
latency of the P100-N170-P200 complex were found. Specifically: 1) in Highs
P100 showed a hemispheric asymmetry, with greater peak amplitude on the
right than on the left hemisphere; 2) in Lows the latency of N170 peak as well
as N170 wave duration were generally shorter than in Highs and 3) Lows
showed a greater P200 peak amplitude than Highs.
In the frontal regions, Trait differences concerned P200 and N400 waves,
thus indicating that at these sites the differences likely regard the late
cognitive rather than the early automatic word processing (i.e. lexical
/semantic rather than sub-lexical analysis). Specifically: 1) P200 peak
amplitude in Highs was greater on the left than on the right hemisphere; 2) in
Highs N400 peak amplitude was greater than in Lows while peak latency is
generally longer than in Lows.
Despite there is not a general agreement on which processes are reflected
by N400, the finding of greater N400 peak amplitude associated with a longer
peak latency in the frontal cortex of Highs with respect to Lows could be
interpreted as an index of a deeper word processing (either lexical or post-
lexical) during the study phase. The finding of higher implicit memory scores in
Highs than in Lows could thus be the consequence of a stronger memory
encoding. However, WSCT cannot be considered a frontal task, thus, implicit
memory differences between Highs and Lows should be more likely due to
differences concerning the early phases of word processing in the temporal
regions.
The shorter N170 peak latency and duration of Lows than Highs at the
temporal sites could reflect a more efficient sub-lexical processing in Lows than
in Highs. Indeed, in accord with the postulated right hemisphere-lateralization
of Highs in the posterior regions, an increased difficulty in analytical word
processing is not surprising. Indeed, the smaller P200 peak amplitude of Highs
than Lows in the temporal regions could just reflect the prolongation of N170
deflection.
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However, we cannot exclude that differences in P200 peak amplitude could
reflect hypnotizability-related differences in memory capabilities. In fact,
previous memory studies showed that low recallers generated smaller
parietal/occipital and greater frontal P200 amplitude than high recallers while
encoding visually presented words. Thus, anterior and posterior
(parietal/occipital in the visual domain and likely temporal in the auditory
domain) P200s could index different aspects of word feature detection and
encoding. In particular it has been suggested that larger posterior P200
amplitudes could reflect more complex encoding processes in high recallers. It
must be pointed out that in these studies rating of recall ability was based on
subjects scores during explicit memory tasks and there was no evaluation of
implicit memory. Since we did not find worse performances in Highs than in
Lows but rather an opposite trend we could assume that for Highs word
encoding had been quite undemanding and thus it had not required a deep
processing. The small P200 amplitude could then reflect Highs easiness in word
processing.
In addition, the hemispheric asymmetry between P200 peak amplitudes in
the frontal regions of Highs, with greater peaks on the left than on the right
side, is in line with the neuropsychophysiological model of hypnosis that
suggests a left-hemisphere bias in Highs at frontal sites.
A hemispheric asymmetry in Highs has been also found for P100
component. In fact, greater P100 peaks amplitude on the right than on the left
temporal regions were found. Again, this finding is in line with the hypothesis
of a posterior right-hemisphere dominance in Highs and could reflect a
lateralization in modulation of auditory information processing by attention.
In addition, further ERP studies could be useful to verify the hypothesis of
differences between Highs and Lows in the elaboration of the various sensory
(Agargun et al., 1998; Gemignani et al., 2004) and, consequently, imagery
modalities (Carli et al., 2006). This would allow considering hypnotizability a
very pervasive cognitive trait likely influencing the daily life experience and
leading to describe and react to the environment according to different
categories.
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Words used in WSCT: experiment 1.2
LIST 1 LIST 2 LIST A LIST B
Follicolo Dottrina Foresta Influenza
Lamina Lanugine Tempera Pittore
Rubrica Solido Antenna Bottone
Arbusto Astinenza Merenda Tovaglia
Miraggio Radicale Ritocco Malato
Vignetta Tintura Tendenza Docente
Frazione Garanzia Lettere Stimolo
Locuzione Margine Bastone Catena
Ottava Parabola Sapore Federa
Velista Veterano Coperta Legame
Corallo Furfante Perito Rilievo
Latrina Grossista Impiegato Tribuna
Words used in WSCT: experiment 3
STUDY LIST
Dottrina Follicolo Merenda
Lanugine Lamina Ritocco
Solido Rubrica Tendenza
Astinenza Arbusto Lettere
Radicale Miraggio Bastone
Tintura Vignetta Sapore
Garanzia Frazione Coperta
Margine Locuzione Perito
Parabola Ottava Impiegato
Veterano Velista Foresta
Furfante Corallo Tempera
Grossista Latrina Antenna
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ERPs: event-related brain potentials.
When a pair of electrodes are attached to the surface of the human scalp
and connected to a differential amplifier, the output of the amplifier reveals a
pattern of variation voltage over time that is known as the
electroencephalogram (or EEG). The amplitude of the normal EEG can vary
between approximately –100 and +100 µV, and its frequency ranges to 40 Hz
or more.
If we present a stimulus to a subject while recording the EEG, we can define
an epoch of the EEG that is time-locked to the stimulus. This epoch could begin
100 ms before the onset of the stimulus and end 1000 ms later. Within this
epoch, there may be voltage changes that are specifically related to the brain’s
response to the stimulus and that constitute the event-related potential, or
ERP.
Figure B.i: example of auditory event-related potential plotted on a log-time scale.
It is generally accepted that the ERP reflects activity originating within the
brain. The relationship within what is going on in the brain and what we
observe at the scalp is not completely understood even if some points appear
to be clear. First of all ERPs recorded from the scalp represent net electrical
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fields associated with the activity of sizeable populations of neurons. Secondly,
the individual neurons that comprise such a population must be synchronously
active, and have a certain geometric configuration, if they are to produce fields
that can be measured at the scalp. In particular, the neurons must be
configured in such a way that their individual electrical fields summate to yield
a dipolar field (a field with positive and negative charges between which
current flows). Such configurations are known as ‘open fields’ and usually
involve the alignment of neurons in a parallel orientation. Finally, biophysical
and neurophysiological considerations strongly suggest that scalp-recorded
ERP waveforms are principally a reflection of post-synaptic (dendritic)
potentials, rather than of axonal action potentials.
To obtain an ERP one needs to record the difference in voltage between two
electrode sites. At the present, the most common practice is to employ what is
re-referred to as a ‘common reference’ recording procedure. This involve
connecting each member of an array of scalp electrodes to a single ‘reference’,
comprising either one other electrode or perhaps a pair of electrodes that have
been linked together. The reference site is chosen so as to be relatively
uninfluenced by the electrical activity of experimental interest. Recordings are
based on the difference in voltage between each ‘exploring’ electrode and the
same (common) reference electrode(s).
At the first International EEG congress, held in London in 1947, it was
recognized that a standard method of placement of electrodes used in
electroencephalography (EEG) was needed. Possible methods to standardize
electrode placement were studied by H.H. Jasper, which resulted in the
definition of the 10-20 electrode system (Jasper, 1958). In this system, the
location of an electrode is specified in terms of its proximity to particular
regions of the brain and of its location in the lateral plane: the smaller the
number, the closer the position is to the midline. The Nasion is the point
between the forehead and nose, and the Inion is the bump at back of skull.
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Figure B.ii: the international 10-20 system seen from (A) above and (B) left the
head. A = ear lobe, C = central, P = parietal, F = frontal, Fp = frontal polar, O =
occipital.
The original 10-20 standard consisted only of 21 electrodes. Although this is
still considered to be enough for most clinical use, in the recent years there
has been an increased interest in the use of ERPs to make inferences about
what is going on inside of the brain. Because the techniques required making
these inferences require that the electrical fields on the scalp be sampled at a
high spatial frequency, the 10-20 system has been enhanced by the use of
both non-standard locations and a higher density of electrodes. In 1985,
Chatrian suggested a logical extension of the 10-20 system. The original
system places electrodes at distances of 10% and 20% along certain contours
over the scalp. Chatrian simply extended this by placing electrodes at every
10% along the medial-lateral contours, and by introducing new contours in
between the existing ones. The additional electrode positions of the 10%
system have been adopted by the standardizing comities, and the official 10-
20 system now includes these positions. To discriminate it with the original 10-
20 system, the standard is called the extended 10-20 system.
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Figure B.iii: example of non-standard locations and a higher density of
electrodes on an extended 10-20 system.
The nomenclature for the electrode locations, that is the name of each
location, may look quite complicated for a newbie but follows a couple of
simple rules:
 electrode names consist of a single or multiple letters, combined with a
number
 electrodes on the left are numbered odd, electrodes on the right are
numbered even
 electrodes on the center (midline) are appended with the letter Z. The Z
stands for zero, it is indicated by “Z” instead of the number “0_ to avoid
confusion with the letter “O”.
 electrodes near the midline (the zero-line) have the smallest numbers,
and they increase towards the side
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 the letter indicates the location on the head (actually the cortical lobe
above which the electrode lies):
• Fp: frontal pole
• F: frontal
• C: central
• T: temporal
• P: parietal
• O: occipital
 combinations of two letters indicates intermediate locations, e.g.
• FC: in between frontal and central electrode locations
• PO: in between parietal and occipital electrode locations
Although these electrode descriptors refer to a particular brain area, it is
important to note that activity recorded at any particular scalp site is not
necessarily attributable to activity in brain regions in close proximity to that
site. This is because the brain acts as a volume conductor, meaning that
electrical activity generated in one area can be detected at distant locations.
The EEG includes frequencies that are often outside those that are of
interest to their ERP research. For this reason, the amplifiers used to record
the ERP usually include optional filter settings that allow the investigator to
attenuate activity above and below selected frequencies. Of particular
importance in this regard is high-frequency activity that is attributable to
muscle rather than brain activity, and activity at the mains frequency (50 Hz).
Low-frequency activity can also be attenuated (‘high-pass’ filtering); however,
care must be taken to ensure that low-frequency activity in the ERP waveform
is not significantly distorted by such filtering.
The ERP is set of voltage changes contained within an epoch of EEG that is
time-locked to some event. In most cases, these changes are small (on the
order of microvolts) in relation to the EEG waveform (which is on the order of
tens of microvolts) in which they are embedded. For this reason, it is
necessary to employ signal processing techniques to extract the ‘signal’ (the
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time-locked ERP) from the ‘noise’ (the background EEG). By far the most
commonly used signal extraction technique is averaging. This involves
recording a number of EEG epochs, each of which is time-locked to repetitions
of the same event (or event class). The digital EEG values for each time-point
in the epoch are the averaged to yield a single vector of value representing the
average activity at each time point. This is the average event-related potential.
Given the assumption that EEG activity not time-locked to the event will vary
randomly across epochs, this ‘background’ EEG will tend to average to zero,
and the residual waveform after averaging should therefore largely represent
activity that bears a fixed temporal relationship to the event across epochs.
For the sake of classification, it has useful to distinguish between two
classes of components that follow events. On the one hand there are a set of
components whose characteristics (amplitude, latency, and distribution) seem
to depend on the physical properties of sensory stimuli, such as their modality
and intensity. These are exogenous components. It has been claimed that their
characteristics are immune to variations in the subject’s state and to the
nature of the interaction between the subject and the stimulus, that is, that
they are not influenced by ‘cognitive’ manipulations. There is another set of
components whose characteristics depend on the nature of the subject’s
interaction with the stimulus. These components vary as a function of such
factors of attention, task relevance, and the nature of the processing required
by the stimulus, some can be elicited even in the absence of an external event,
as, for example, when an expected stimulus does not occur (e.g. Sutton et al.,
1967). These are endogenous components.
Like most dichotomies, the endogenous-exogenous distinction has proved to
be an oversimplification of the real state of affairs. Almost all the early
‘sensory’ components have been shown to be modifiable by cognitive
manipulations (e.g. attention) and many of the later ‘cognitive’ components
have been shown to be influenced by the physical attributes of the eliciting
conditions (e.g. modality of the stimulus). For this reason it appear to be more
accurate to conceive of an exogenous-endogenous dimension that is roughly
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coextensive with time. Thus, those ERP components that occur within the first
100 ms of stimulus presentation tended to be more exogenous, while those
occurring later tend to be more endogenous.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Note on the Modifications
The various Stanford scales of hypnotic susceptibility have served the field of
hypnosis extremely well for more than 30 years. Nonetheless, over the years
certain modifications seemed desirable. Very quickly, for example, the original
authors sanctioned a group version of the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility
Scale, Form A, known as the Harvard Group Scale of Hypnotic Susceptibility,
Form A (a Form B is also in existence, roughly paralleling the Stanford Form
B); later, Arlene H. Morgan and Josephine R. Hilgard adapted the Stanford
scales for clinical testing of adults and children, and E.R. Hilgard proposed that
the Stanford Hypnotic Susceptibility Scale, Form C be tailored for special
purposes, so that some of the screening purposes of the Stanford Profile Scales
of Hypnotic Susceptibility, Forms I and II, could be accomplished without
additional testing.
There are five principal modifications in the present version of SHSS:C.
(1) The wording of the Induction by Eye Closure (Item #0) has been
altered slightly to reduce unintended connotations of authoritarian control
present in the original.
(2) Age Regression (Item #7) permits the subject to choose between two
target ages within each epoch.
(3) Anosmia (Item #9) substitutes oil of peppermint for ammonia.
(4) Posthypnotic Amnesia (Item #12) is assessed in terms of a joint
criterion considering both initial amnesia and subsequent reversibility, and
the instructions for the reversibility test now ask subjects to report all
items they remember; in addition, an optional recognition test of amnesia
has been included, following procedures developed by John J. Allen at the
University of Minnesota (the recognition test does not compromise the
standard amnesia test of SHSS:C).
(5) Finally, a test of Posthypnotic Suggestion (Item #13) modified from
SHSS:A has been added to reflect the special interests of the laboratory,
although it does not enter into the scoring of the scale.
John F. Kihlstrom
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Checklist of Materials Needed for Administration of SHSS:C
•Two chairs for subject -- recliner and side chair
•Desk and chair for experimenter
•Tape recorder and tape for recording session (optional)
•Black (or other contrasting color) pin installed appropriately on wall
•Pencil well prominently displayed on desk, containing least two pencils (for
posthypnotic suggestion)
•Consent form
•Watch with second hand
•Pad of unlined paper and soft lead pencil (for age regression)
•Bottle containing oil of peppermint, hidden from view (for anosmia item)
•Three boxes mounted on plastic, hidden from view (for negative visual
hallucination)
•"PRE" and "POST" forms for recognition testing of amnesia (optional)
Note: If a subject fails to respond to three consecutive suggestions, the
experimenter should terminate the scale with Item #12 (Posthypnotic
Amnesia), including Item #13 (Posthypnotic Suggestion).
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Flowsheet for Establishing Rapport
UPON ENTERING ROOM, HANDLE "DO NOT DISTURB" SIGN BUILD RAPPORT
How is the semester going?
What was hypnosis like for you last time, in the group session?
The earlier session gave you an opportunity to learn a little about what
hypnosis, and our procedures, are like. You probably got the idea that while
hypnosis is a little unusual, in some ways it's not so different from
experiences that you've had in the ordinary course of everyday living.
Among other things, we're interested in individual differences in hypnotic
response, and how they might relate to other aspects of the personality.
That first session gave us some idea of how you respond to hypnosis. But the
conditions there weren't ideal for this purpose -- the chairs and lighting
weren't especially comfortable, and there were the distractions of other
people. Moreover, we find it sometimes takes people a little time to settle
into being hypnotized. This session is a kind of followup to the first one, and
is intended to give us a better idea of how you respond to various kinds of
hypnotic suggestions.
The format of the session will be pretty similar to the last one. There will be an
induction of hypnosis, very much like what you tried last time, and then some
suggestions. Some of the suggestions will be similar to those you tried last
time, so there will be some things that are familiar to you; but other
suggestions will be different, so you won't be completely bored by it. Of
course, as in any of our experiments, nothing will be done that would
embarrass you in any way, and we won't be prying into your personal secrets.
The idea is just to pay attention to what is going on, and try to have the
experiences that are suggested to you. Don't push something that isn't
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working, but don't hold back on something that seems to take. We're
interested in whatever you experience, and we'll have a chance to talk about
the suggestions toward the end of the experiment.
Do you have any other comments about your experience last time?
Do you have any questions about today's experiment?
DO NOT CONTINUE UNTIL ALL QUESTIONS ARE SATISFACTORILY RESOLVED.
Are you all set to proceed?
HANDLE CONTACTS, CHEWING GUM, TOBACCO, ETC.
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ITEM 0. INDUCTION BY EYE CLOSURE
Do you see the black pin up on the wall over there? I am going to refer to that
pin as the "target". What I would like you to do is to relax in the chair, look
steadily at the target, and listen to my voice. Meanwhile, I'll give you some
instructions that will help you to relax and focus your attention even more,
and gradually enter a state of hypnosis.
(1) Please look steadily at the target and while staring at it keep listening to
my words. You can become hypnotized if you are willing to do what I ask you
to, and if you concentrate on the target and on what I say. You have already
shown your willingness by coming here today, and so I am assuming that
your presence here means that you want to experience all that you can. You
can be hypnotized only if you want to be. There would be no point in
participating if you were resisting being hypnotized. Just do your best to
concentrate on the target, to pay close attention to my words, and let happen
whatever you feel is going to take place. Just let yourself go. Pay close
attention to what I ask you to think about; if your mind wanders bring your
thoughts back to the target and my words, and you can easily experience
more of what it is like to be hypnotized.
You know already that hypnosis is perfectly normal and natural, and follows
from the conditions of attention and suggestion we are using together. It is
chiefly a matter of focusing sharply on some particular thing. Sometimes
you experience something very much like hypnosis when driving along a
straight highway and you are oblivious to the landmarks along the road. The
relaxation in hypnosis is very much like the first stages of falling asleep, but
you will not really be asleep in the ordinary sense because you will continue
to hear my voice and be able to direct your thoughts to the topics I suggest.
Hypnosis is a little like sleepwalking, because the person is not quite awake,
but can still do many of the things that people do when they are awake. What
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I want from you is merely your willingness to go along and to let happen
whatever is about to happen. Most people find hypnosis to be an interesting
experience.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Special Instructions Concerning Eye Closure
If eyes remain open, go to Instruction 0(2).
If eyes close, go to Instruction 0'(2') and continue through 0'(7').
As soon as eyes close, terminate sentence appropriately, then say:
You are comfortably relaxed, but you are going to relax much more, much
more. Your eyes are now closed. Just keep your eyes closed until I ask you to
open them or to wake up.
(2) Now take it easy and just let yourself relax. Keep looking at the target
as steadily as you can, thinking only of it and my words. If your eyes drift
away, don't let that bother you.... Just focus again on the target. Pay
attention to how the target changes, how the shadows play around it, how it
is sometimes fuzzy, sometimes clear. Whatever you see is all right. Just give
way to whatever comes into your mind, but keep staring at the target a little
longer. After a while, however, you will have stared long enough, and your
eyes will feel very tired, and you will wish strongly that they were closed.
Then they will close, as if by themselves. When this happens, just let it
happen.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If eyes remain open, go to Instruction 0(3).
If eyes close, go to Instruction 0'(2') and continue through 0'(7').
As soon as eyes close, terminate sentence appropriately, then say:
You are comfortably relaxed, but you are going to relax much more, much
more. Your eyes are now closed. Just keep your eyes closed until I ask you to
open them or to wake up.
(2') Now take it easy and just let yourself relax. Don't be tense. Just listen
carefully to my voice. If your thoughts wander away from it, that is all right,
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but just bring your attention back to it. Sometimes my voice may seem to
change a little, or sound as if it were coming from far off. That is all right. If
you begin to get sleepier, that will be fine, too. Whatever happens, accept it,
and just keep listening to my voice as you become more and more relaxed.
More and more relaxed. Just listen and relax. Whatever you feel is
happening, just let it happen.
Then continue with (3').
(3) Relax more and more. As you think of relaxing, your muscles will relax.
Starting with your right foot, relax the muscles of your right leg.... Now the
muscles of your left leg.... Just relax all over. Relax your right hand, your
forearm, upper arm, and shoulder.... That's it.... Now your left hand.... And
forearm.... And upper arm.... And shoulder.... Relax your neck, and chest....
More and more relaxed... Completely relaxed... Completely relaxed.
If eyes remain open, go to Instruction 0(4).
If eyes close, go to Instruction 0'(3') and continue through 0'(7').
As soon as eyes close, terminate sentence appropriately, then say:
You are comfortably relaxed, but you are going to relax much more, much
more. Your eyes are now closed. Just keep your eyes closed until I ask you to
open them or to wake up.
(3') Relax more and more. As you think of relaxing, your muscles will relax.
Starting with your right foot, relax the muscles of your right leg.... Now the
muscles of your left leg.... Just relax all over. Relax your right hand, your
forearm, upper arm, and shoulder.... That's it.... Now your left hand.... And
forearm and upper arm.... And shoulder. Relax your neck, and chest.... More
and more relaxed.... Completely relaxed.
Then continue with (4').
(4) As you become relaxed your body will feel sort of heavy or perhaps
numb. You will begin to have this feeling of numbness or heaviness in your
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legs and feet.... In your hands and arms.... Throughout your body.... As
though you were settling deep into the chair. The chair is strong; it will hold
your heavy body as it feels heavier and heavier. Your eyelids feel heavy, too,
heavy and tired. You are beginning to feel drowsy and sleepy. You are
breathing freely and deeply, freely and deeply. You are getting more and
more sleepy and drowsy. Your eyelids are becoming heavier, more and more
tired and heavy.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If eyes remain open, go to Instruction 0(5).
If eyes close, go to Instruction 0'(4') and continue through 0'(7').
As soon as eyes close, terminate sentence appropriately, then say:
You are comfortably relaxed, but you are going to relax much more, much
more. Your eyes are now closed. Just keep your eyes closed until I ask you to
open them or to wake up.
(4') As you become relaxed, your body will feel sort of heavy or perhaps
numb. You will begin to have this feeling of numbness or heaviness in your
legs and feet.... In your hands and arms.... Throughout your body.... As
though you were settling deep into the chair. The chair is strong; it will hold
your heavy body as it feels heavier and heavier. You are beginning to feel
drowsy and sleepy, drowsy, sleepy. You are breathing freely and deeply,
freely and deeply. You are getting more and more sleepy and drowsy, and
your whole body is becoming more and more tired and heavy.
Then continue with (5').
(5) Staring at the target so long has made your eyes very tired. Your eyes
may a little hurt and your eyelids feel very heavy. Soon you will no longer be
able to keep your eyes open. You will have stood the discomfort long enough;
your eyes are tired from staring, and your eyelids will feel too tired to
remain open. Your eyes are becoming moist from the strain. You are
becoming more and more drowsy and sleepy. The strain in your eyes is
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getting greater and greater. It would be a relief just to let your eyes close and
to relax completely, to relax completely. You will soon have strained enough;
the strain will be so great that you will welcome your eyes closing of
themselves, of themselves.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If eyes remain open, go to Instruction 0(6).
If eyes close, go to Instruction 0'(5') and continue through 0'(7').
As soon as eyes close, terminate sentence appropriately, then say:
You are comfortably relaxed, but you are going to relax much more, much
more. Your eyes are now closed. Just keep your eyes closed until I ask you to
open them or to wake up.
(5') You are relaxed, very relaxed. By letting yourself go you can become
even more relaxed. You can reach a state of deeper, more complete
relaxation. You are becoming increasingly drowsy and sleepy. There is a
pleasant feeling of numbness and heaviness throughout your body. You
begin to feel so relaxed, so sleepy. It is easier to bring back your thoughts
from other things and to attend only to my voice. Soon you will just listen
sleepily to my voice, as you become more and more deeply relaxed.
Then continue with (6').
(6) Your eyes are tired and your eyelids feel very heavy. Your whole body
feels heavy and relaxed. You feel a pleasant warm tingling throughout your
body as you get more and more tired and sleepy. Sleepy. Drowsy. Drowsy
and sleepy. Keep your thoughts on what I am saying; listen to my voice. Your
eyes are getting blurred from straining. You can hardly see the target, your
eyes are so strained. The strain is getting greater, greater and greater,
greater and greater.
If eyes close, go to Instruction 0('6') and continue through 0('7').
If eyes have not yet closed, continue.
Your eyelids are heavy. Very heavy. Getting heavier and heavier, heavier
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and heavier. They are pushing down, down, down. Your eyelids seem
weighted and heavy, pulled down by the weight.... So heavy.... Your eyes are
blinking, blinking.... Closing, closing.
If eyes have not yet closed, continue; otherwise, go to 0(7).
Soon your eyes would close by themselves, but there is no need to strain
them more. You have concentrated well upon the target, and have become
very relaxed. Now we have come to the time when you may just let your eyes
close.
If no response, continue.
That's it, now just close your eyes.
Go to Instruction 0(7).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If eyes close during Instruction 0(6), go to Instruction 0'(6') and continue
through 0'(7').
As soon as eyes close, terminate sentence appropriately, then say:
You are comfortably relaxed, but you are going to relax much more, much
more. Your eyes are now closed. Just keep your eyes closed until I ask you to
open them or to wake up.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(6') You are relaxed, very relaxed. Your whole body feels heavy and
relaxed. You feel a pleasant, warm tingling throughout your body as you get
more and more tired and sleepy. Sleepy. Drowsy. Drowsy and sleepy. Keep
your thoughts on what I am saying; listen to my voice. Soon there will be
nothing to think of but my voice and my words, while you relax more and
more. There are no troubles, no cares to bother you now. Nothing seems
important but what my voice is saying, nothing else is important now. You
are interested only in what my voice is saying to you. Even my voice may
sound a little strange, as though it comes to you in a dream, as you sink
deeper into this numbness, this heaviness, of deep relaxation. Relax, relax....
Deeply relaxed.... Deeper, deeper, and deeper.
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Then continue with (7').
(7) You now feel very relaxed, but you are going to become even more
relaxed. It is easier to relax now that your eyes are closed. Please keep them
closed until I ask you to open them or until I ask you to wake up....You feel
pleasantly drowsy and sleepy as you continue to listen to my voice. Just
keep your thoughts on what I am saying. You are going to get much more
drowsy and sleepy. Soon you will be deep asleep but you will have no trouble
hearing me. You will not wake up until I ask you to....
Then continue with the countup 1-20.
Note: If a subject fails to respond to three consecutive suggestions, the
experimenter should terminate the scale with Item #12 (Posthypnotic
Amnesia), including Item #13 (Posthypnotic Suggestion).
(7') You feel pleasantly drowsy and sleepy as you continue to listen to my
voice. Just keep your thoughts on what I am saying. You are going to get
much more drowsy and sleepy. Soon you will be deep asleep but you will
have no trouble hearing me. You will not wake up until I ask you to....
Then continue with the countup 1-20.
Note: If a subject fails to respond to three consecutive suggestions, the
experimenter should terminate the scale with Item #12 (Posthypnotic
Amnesia), including Item #13 (Posthypnotic Suggestion).
COUNTUP 1 TO 20.
Soon I shall begin to count from 1 to 20. As I count you will feel yourself
going down, farther and farther, into a deep restful sleep, but you will still be
able to do the sorts of things I ask you to do without waking up.... One... You
are going to go more deeply asleep.... Two... Down, down into a deep, sound
sleep.... Three, Four... More and more asleep.... Five, Six, Seven... You are
sinking into a deep, deep sleep. Nothing will disturb you.... I would like you to
hold your thoughts on my voice and those things I ask you to think of. You
are finding it easy just to listen to the things I say to you.... Eight, Nine, Ten...
Halfway there.... Always deeper asleep.... Eleven, Twelve, Thirteen Fourteen,
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Fifteen... Although deep asleep you can hear me clearly. You will always hear
me distinctly no matter how deeply asleep you feel you are. Sixteen,
Seventeen, Eighteen... Deep asleep, fast asleep. Nothing will disturb you. You
are going to experience many things I will ask you to experience.... Nineteen,
Twenty... Deep asleep. You will not wake up until I ask you to do so. You will
wish to sleep comfortably and to have the experiences I describe to you. Now
I want you to realize that you will be able to speak, to move, and even to open
your eyes if I should ask you to do so, and still remain just as hypnotized as
you are now. No matter what you do, you will remain hypnotized until I say
otherwise....
Go to ITEM 1, HAND LOWERING.
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ITEM 1. HAND LOWERING.
Now hold your right arm out at shoulder height, with the palm of your hand
up. There, that's right.... Attend carefully to this hand, how it feels, what is
going on in it. Notice whether or not it is a little numb, or tingling; the slight
effort it takes to keep from bending your wrist; any breeze blowing on it. Pay
close attention to your hand now. Imagine that you are holding something
heavy in your hand.... Maybe a heavy baseball or a billiard ball.... Something
heavy. Shape your fingers around as though you were holding this heavy
object that you imagine is in your hand. That's it.... Now the hand and arm
feel heavy, as if the weight were pressing down.... And as it feels heavier and
heavier the hand and arm begin to move down.... As if forced down....
Moving.... Moving.... Down.... Down.... More and more down.... Heavier....
Heavier.... The arm is more and more tired and strained.... Down.... Slowly
but surely.... Down, down.... More and more down.... The weight is so great,
the hand is so heavy.... You feel the weight more and more.... The arm is too
heavy to hold back.... It goes down, down.... More and more down....
Unless all the way down, allow 10 seconds; note extent of movement,
then continue on next page as appropriate.
If not all the way down. That's good.... Now let your hand go back to its
original resting position, and relax. You probably experienced much more
heaviness and tiredness in your arm than you would have if you had not
concentrated on it and had not imagined something trying to force it down.
Now just relax.... Your hand and arm are now as they were, not feeling tired
or strained.... All right, just relax.
If all the way down. That's good.... Now let your hand return to its original
resting position. Just let it rest there, and relax. Your hand and arm are now
as they were, not feeling tired or strained. All right.... Just relax.
Record score. Score + if hand has lowered at least 6 inches by the end of the
10-second interval.
Then go to ITEM 2, MOVING HANDS APART.
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ITEM 2. MOVING HANDS APART.
Now extend your arms ahead of you, with palms facing each other, hands
close together but not touching.
If too close: Just a little further apart.
If too far apart: Just a little closer.
That's it. Now I want you to imagine a force acting on your hands to push
them apart, as though one hand were repelling the other. You are thinking of
your hands being forced apart and they begin to move apart.... Separating....
Separating.... Moving apart.... Wider apart.... More and more away from each
other.... More and more....
Allow 10 seconds without further suggestions and not extent of
motion.
If hands have moved very little: That's fine. You notice how closely
thought and movement are related.... Just put your hands back in their
original resting position, and relax.
If hands have moved apart: That's fine. Just put your hands back in their
original resting position, and relax.
Record score. Score + if hands are 6 or more inches apart at the end of
10 seconds.
Go to ITEM 3, MOSQUITO HALLUCINATION.
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ITEM 3. MOSQUITO HALLUCINATION.
You have been listening to me very carefully, paying very close attention.
You may not have noticed a mosquito that has been buzzing, singing, as
mosquitoes do.... Listen to it now.... Hear its high pitched buzzing as it flies
around your right hand.... It is landing on your hand.... Perhaps its tickles a
little.... There, it flies away again.... You hear its high buzz.... Now it's back on
your hand, tickling.... It might bite you.... You don't like this mosquito....
You'd like to be rid of it.... Go ahead, brush it off.... Get rid of it, if it bothers
you....
Allow 10 seconds and note response.
It’s gone.... That’s a relief.... You are no longer bothered.... The mosquito has
disappeared.... Now relax, relax completely.
Record score. Score + for any grimacing, any movement, or any other
acknowledgment of effect.
Go to ITEM 4, TASTE HALLUCINATION.
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ITEM 4. TASTE HALLUCINATION.
A. Sweet Taste.
Now I want you to think of something sweet in your mouth. Imagine that you
have something sweet tasting in your mouth, like a little sugar.... And as you
think about this sweet taste you can actually begin to experience a sweet
taste.... It may at first be faint, but it will grow and grow.... And grow.... Now
you begin to notice a sweet taste in your mouth.... The sweet taste is
increasing.... Sweeter and sweeter.... Would you please tell me how much of a
sweet taste there is now in your mouth?
If the subject tastes sweet, determine how strong the taste is and
what it tastes like. If moderately strong, go on to B. Sour Taste. If
weak taste or none at all, continue as follows.
That's fine.... It may get stronger.... It often takes a few moments for such a
taste to reach its full strength.... It is now getting stronger.... Stronger....
There....
How is it now? Any stronger?
Note response as before and continue on next page with B. Sour Taste, as
appropriate.
B. Sour Taste.
If little or no sweet taste: That's fine. Some hypnotized persons can
experience this sort of taste well and others cannot.... Let's see how you do
with another taste.
If distinct sweet taste: That's fine. Now notice that something is happening
to that taste. It is changing....
All: You are now beginning to have a sour taste in your mouth.... an acid
taste, as if you have some lemon in your mouth, or vinegar.... The taste in
your mouth is getting more and more acid.... More and more sour.... Do you
have that sour taste in your mouth now?
Note response as before.
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If little or no sour taste: That's fine.... Not everyone can experience tastes
like this when hypnotized. Your mouth feels quite normal.... Just relax and
don't think about tastes anymore.... Just continue to relax....
If distinct sour taste: How does it compare with the sweet you experienced
earlier? Weaker? Stronger? That's fine.... But note the sour taste is going
away and your mouth feels just as it did before I mentioned any tastes at
all.... There, it's quite normal now.... And you just continue to relax.... More
and more relaxed....
Record score. Score + if both tastes experienced, and either one
reported as strong or one is accompanied by overt signs such as lip
movements or grimacing.
Go to ITEM 5, ARM RIGIDITY.
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ITEM 5. ARM RIGIDITY
Please hold your right arm straight out, and your fingers straight out, too.
That's it, right arm straight out. Think of your arm becoming stiffer and
stiffer.... Stiff.... Very stiff.... As you think of its becoming stiff you will feel it
become stiff.... More stiff and rigid, as though your arm were in a splint so
the elbow cannot bend.... Stiff.... Held stiff, so that it cannot bend. A tightly
splinted arm cannot bend.... Your arm feels stiff as if tightly splinted.... Test
how stiff and rigid it is.... Try to bend it.... Try....
Allow 10 seconds.
If arm bends significantly: That's fine. You will have an opportunity to
experience many things. You probably noticed how your arm became stiffer
as you thought of it as stiff, and how much effort it took to bend it. Your arm
is no longer at all stiff. Just place it back in its resting position, and relax.
If arm does not bend significantly: That's fine.... Relax.... Don't try to bend
your arm any more.... It is not stiff any longer.... Just let it relax back into its
resting position. Just relax.
Record score. Score + if there is less than 2 inches of arm bending in
the 10 second interval. Go to ITEM 6, DREAM.
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ITEM 6. DREAM
We are very interested in finding out what hypnosis and being hypnotized
means to people. One of the ways of finding out is through the dreams that
people have while they are hypnotized. Some people dream directly about
the meaning of hypnosis, while others dream about this meaning in an
indirect way, symbolically, by dreaming about something that does not seem
outwardly to be related to hypnosis, but may very well be. Now neither you
nor I know what sort of dream you are going to have, but I am going to allow
you to rest for a little while and you are going to have a pleasant dream.... A
real dream.... Just the kind you have when you are asleep at night and have
a pleasant dream. When I stop talking to you very shortly, you will begin to
dream. You will have a dream about hypnosis. You will dream about what
hypnosis means.... Now you are falling asleep.... Deeper and deeper asleep....
Very much like when you sleep at night.... Soon you will be deep asleep,
soundly asleep. As soon as I stop talking you will begin to dream. When I
speak to you again you will stop dreaming, if you still happen to be dreaming,
and you will listen to me just as you have been doing. If you stop dreaming
before I speak to you again, you will remain pleasantly and deeply relaxed....
Now sleep and dream.... Deep asleep!
Allow 2 minutes to pass. Then continue.
All right, the dream is over. If you had a dream you can remember every
detail of it clearly, very clearly. You do not feel particularly sleepy or
different from the way you felt before I asked you to fall asleep and to dream,
and you continue to remain deeply hypnotized. Whatever you dreamed you
can remember quite clearly, and I want you to describe it to me from the
beginning. Now tell me about the dream, right from the beginning.
If subject reports not dreaming: That's all right.... Not everyone dreams.
If subject hesitates, or reports vaguely, probe gently for details. Then
continue: All right.... That's all for the dream.
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Record the dream as nearly verbatim as possible. Score + if subject
has an experience comparable to a dream -- not just vague, fleeting
experiences, or thoughts or feelings without accompanying imagery.
Go to ITEM 7, AGE REGRESSION.
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ITEM 7. AGE REGRESSION
Continue to go deeper and deeper into the hypnotic state. I am going to give
you a pad of paper, and a pencil, that you can hold there in a comfortable
position and still keep your eyes closed. Let's see: which hand do you write
with? Place pencil in hand indicated. And here's a pad of paper for your
other hand. Place pad in other hand. Just hold them there, in a
comfortable position, and keep your eyes closed. Now would you please write
your name on the paper? Just anywhere will do, perhaps up near the top....
And while you're at it, why don't you also write down your age.... Note age.
And the date.... Remind subject of month and day. That's fine. Now keep
the paper and pencil in your hands and listen closely to me, because I would
like you to think about when you were in the fourth or fifth grade of school.
Which would you prefer?
Note subject's choice. If necessary, ask subject to select another
grade.
That's fine.... Now in a little while you will find yourself once again a little
boy/girl on a nice day, sitting in class in the fourth/fifth grade, writing or
drawing on some paper....I shall now count to five and at the count of five
you will be back in the fourth/fifth grade.... One....You are going back into
the past. It is no longer 19__, or 19__, or 19__, but much earlier.... Two....You
are becoming increasingly younger and smaller.... Presently you will be back
in the fourth/fifth grade, on a very nice day.... Three....Getting younger and
younger, smaller and smaller, all the time. Soon you will be back in the
fourth/fifth grade, and you will feel an experience exactly as you did once
before, on a nice day, when you were sitting in class, writing or drawing....
Four....Very soon you will be there.... Once again a little boy/girl in a
fourth/fifth grade class. You are nearly there now.... In a few moments you
will be right back there. Five! You are now a small boy/girl in a classroom in
school.
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Note replies to the following inquiry.
What is your name?
And how old are you?
Where are you?
Who is your teacher?
Engage subject in brief conversation, as appropriate.
Then continue, even if no evidence of regression.
Now, you have a pad of paper and you are holding a pencil, and I'd like you to
write your name on the pad with this pencil.... That's fine, and now please
write down your age.... And now the date if you can.... And the day of the
week?
If subject refuses to write, get oral replies. Then continue on next
page, regardless of responses.
Presently, you will no longer be in the fourth/fifth grade, but you will be still
younger, back in the first or second grade. Which would you prefer?
Note subject's choice. If necessary, ask subject to select another
grade.
That's fine....Now I shall count to two, and then you will be in the
first/second grade. One, you are becoming smaller still, and going back to a
nice day when you were in the first/second grade.... Two, you are now in the
first/second grade, sitting happily in school with some paper and pencil....
You are in the first/second grade....
What is your name?
And how old are you?
Where are you?
Who is your teacher?
Would you please write your name on the paper? ...That's good.... And now
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can you write how old you are? ...That's fine.... And can you tell me what the
date is today? ...Or the day of the week?
That's fine. And now you can grow up again and come right back to DAY OF
WEEK, MONTH, DAY, YEAR in the Psychology Department at Yale
University. You are no longer a little boy/girl but a grown up person of AGE
years sitting in a chair, deeply hypnotized.
If any replies to the following questions are inappropriate, gently
correct the subject and repeat.
How old are you?
And what is the date?
And where are you?
That's right.... Today is DAY OF WEEK, MONTH, DAY, YEAR, you are AGE
years old, and this is the Psychology Department at Yale University. Fine....
Everything is back as it was. Now I'll take the pad and pencil you've been
holding, and you can remain comfortably relaxed....
Gently remove pad and pencil, and secure response sheet out of
subject's sight until post-experimental inquiry. The subject may be
shown the production during the post-experimental inquiry, but it
should be retained in response booklet after experimental session.
Go to ITEM 8, ARM IMMOBILIZATION.
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ITEM 8. ARM IMMOBILIZATION
You are very relaxed and comfortable, with a feeling of heaviness
throughout your body. I would like you now to think about your left arm and
hand. Pay close attention to them. They feel numb and heavy, very heavy....
How heavy your left hand feels.... Even as you think about how heavy it is, it
grows heavier and heavier.... Your left arm is getting heavier.... Heavy....
Heavy.... Your hand is getting heavier, very heavy, as though it were being
pressed against its resting place. You might like to find out a little later how
heavy your hand is.... It seems much too heavy to move.... But in spite of
being so heavy, maybe you can move it a little, but maybe it is too heavy
even for that.... Why don't you see how heavy it is.... Just try to lift your hand
up.... Just try....
Allow 10 seconds.
If hand lifts significantly: That's fine. You see how it was harder to lift than
usual because of the relaxed state you are in. Now place your hand back in
its resting position and just relax.... Your hand and arm now feel normal
again.... They are no longer heavy.... Just relax.... Relax all over.
If hand does not lift significantly: That's fine.... Stop trying.... Just relax....
Your hand and arm now feel normal again. They are not heavy any more.
Just relax.... Relax all over.
Record score. Score + if arm rises less than 1 inch in the 10 second
period.
Go to ITEM 9, ANOSMIA.
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ITEM 9. ANOSMIA
Have ready a small screw-top bottle filled with undiluted oil of peppermint.
Check to make sure that odor is clearly detectable.
In a moment you are not going to be able to smell any odors.... Even now you
are becoming less and less able to smell odors.... You can smell odors less and
less.... Less and less.... Very soon you will be unable to smell even the
strongest of odors.... Now you can no longer smell anything at all. You can no
longer smell any odors. I am going to place a small bottle of an odorous
substance under your nose so that you can see for yourself that your sense
of smell is completely gone, and you can't smell anything.... Your nose is
completely insensitive.... See for yourself that your nose is anesthetized,
incapable of smelling any odors....
Place open bottle 3 inches away from the subject's nose, and continue
on next page. Remove the bottle after the subject has sniffed
satisfactorily.
Now take a good sniff of this....
If subject sniffs satisfactorily: Did you smell anything just then?
If affirmative reply: What did it smell like to you?
If necessary: Could you tell what it was? How strong was it?
If subject does not sniff satisfactorily: You can take a better sniff than
that....
Position bottle under nose and remove as before.
Go ahead and take a good sniff so you can see that you really can't smell.
What does that smell like to you? If necessary: Could you tell what it was?
How strong was it?
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All subjects: That's fine.... Now your nose is returning to its normal state of
smell.... In a moment you will be able to smell as you have always been able
to do.... Now you can smell fine, as well as ever. Here, take a good sniff of this.
Position bottle under nose and remove as before.
How does this compare with what you smelled a little while ago?
If necessary: What does that smell like to you? Could you tell what it was?
How strong was it?
Record score. Score + if odor of peppermint denied and overt signs
absent.
Go to ITEM 10, HALLUCINATED VOICE.
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ITEM 10. HALLUCINATED VOICE
I forgot to mention to you a while ago that there is someone in the other
office who wants to ask you some questions about yourself, as part of our
research, such as how old you are, where you were born, how many brothers
and sisters you have, and a few other factual questions like that. I hope you
won't mind answering these questions. The questions will be asked over a
loudspeaker microphone combination which is on the wall over to your right.
Please talk good and loud so you can be heard clearly. The loudspeaker has
just been turned on..... And there's the first question....
Allow 10 seconds, then continue as appropriate.
If no response: Didn't you hear the question?
If subject hears nothing: That's fine. Let's go on to something else. There is
no voice asking questions.
If subject hears questions, but does not answer aloud: I couldn't hear
what you said. Please answer out loud so I can hear you, too.
If subject hears and answers aloud, allow three or four responses,
then terminate: That's fine. I think you have answered enough questions
and we had better go on to something else. There is no longer any voice
asking questions.
Score + if subject answers realistically at least once, or gives clear
evidence of hallucinating the replies.
Go to ITEM 11, NEGATIVE VISUAL HALLUCINATION.
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ITEM 11. NEGATIVE VISUAL HALLUCINATION
Have ready three colored boxes on mounted on plastic. Check to make
sure that the desk is relatively free of other materials.
Now while you sit there with your eyes closed, I am placing some materials
on the top of the desk in front of you.
Arrange boxes in open space of desk, clearly within subject's visual
field.
In a little while I am going to ask you to open your eyes and look in front of
you on the desk, remaining as hypnotized as you now are. I have placed two
boxes in front of you. In fact, that's all there is: just two boxes. Two small
boxes and nothing else.... All right, open your eyes slowly, and look at the
boxes. Do you see them? Do you see anything else there?
Continue on next page as appropriate.
If subject reports only two boxes: That's right. You see just the two boxes.
Now please tell me what they look like. Inquire as appropriate. Are they
large? Are they alike? What color are they? That's right, they are COLOR 1
and COLOR 2. By the way, is the COLOR 1 box on the right or the left of the
COLOR 2 box? That's right. But now look hard.... Aren't there really three
boxes? There really are three boxes.... What is the color of the third box?
If subject continues to deny third box: All right, now just close your eyes
again. And when you open your eyes again you'll see three boxes where
there were only two before. Because there really are three boxes. Now open
your eyes and see the three boxes.
If subject reports three boxes: That's right.... There really are three
boxes. What color are they? That's right, they're red, white, and blue. Now
close your eyes and relax, as I take them away.
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Score + if subject initially sees only two boxes, regardless of whether
the negative hallucination is sustained. Score + is the third box is
perceived vaguely as a colored spot or shadow.
Then continue with the SUBJECTIVE RATING OF HYPNOTIC DEPTH.
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SUBJECTIVE RATING OF HYPNOTIC DEPTH
That's fine.... Now I'd like you to think of a scale of hypnotic depth in which
ZERO is wide awake, ONE is relaxed and drowsy, TWO means you are
entering hypnosis.... FOUR or FIVE is a moderate state of hypnosis, the kind
that most people can achieve easily, and TEN means a deep level of hypnosis.
But people can go deeper than that, even deeper than TEN, to a very deep
level of hypnosis. What is your hypnotic depth right now? Why did you
choose that number?
Record subject's response as verbatim as possible.
Then continue with the ITEMS 12 AND 13, POSTHYPNOTIC
SUGGESTION AND AMNESIA.
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12/13. POSTHYPNOTIC SUGGESTION AND AMNESIA
Make sure that at least one pencil is ready in the pencil well on the
desk.
All right, now remain deeply relaxed but listen carefully to what I tell you
next. In a little while I shall begin counting backwards from twenty to one.
You will awaken gradually, but you will still be in your present state of
hypnosis for most of the count. When I reach five you will open your eyes,
but you will not be fully awake. When I get to one you will be entirely roused
up, in your normal state of wakefulness. You will have been so relaxed,
however, that you will have trouble remembering the things I have said to
you and the things you did or experienced while you were hypnotized. It will
prove to cost so much effort to remember that you will prefer not to try. It
will be much easier just to forget everything until I tell you that you can
remember. You will forget all that has happened until I say to you: Now you
can remember everything! You will not remember anything until then. After
you open your eyes you may feel refreshed. I shall now count backwards
from twenty, and at five you will open your eyes, but not be fully aroused
until I say one. At one you will be awake.... A little later I shall take a pencil
from the pencil holder on the desk. When I do so, you will get up from the
chair you are in and move to the other empty chair in the room, and sit in it.
You will do this, but forget that I told you to do so, just as you will forget the
other things, until I say to you, Now you can remember everything.
Ready, now: twenty, nineteen... eighteen... seventeen... sixteen... fifteen...
fourteen... thirteen... twelve... eleven... ten, halfway... nine... eight...seven...
six... five... four... three... two... one.... Wide awake.... What was that like?
If subject's eyes remain closed: All right, open your eyes..... Wide awake.
What was that like?
If subject reports feelings of drowsiness: That sometimes happens, and it
will go away soon.
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While in the subject's field of vision, select a pencil from the pencil
well and hold it naturally. Allow 10 seconds to pass without comment.
Note subject's response. Score + if subject makes any partial
movement in response to the pencil.
If subject remembers the posthypnotic suggestion: Do you feel any urge
or tendency to move?
Do not insist that subject move. Continue with assessment of
posthypnotic amnesia.
Now would you please tell me everything that happened since you began
looking at the target?
Indicate target with gesture. Record responses as verbatim as
possible, preserving the order of mention but not probing for order.
When subject reaches an impasse, probe gently until a further impasse
is reached.
Anything else?
Continue to gently probe until subject reaches impasse.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Optional Instructions for Recognition Test Do Not Use Unless Specifically
Instructed to Do So Then hand the subject the sheet containing the SHSS:C
recognition test marked "PRE", and a pen or pencil.
This sheet of paper lists some things that you may have been asked to
experience during hypnosis. Please make a check mark next to each item
you were asked to experience, whether or not you actually experienced it.
Check only those things that you were asked to experience.
When subject has completed the form, retrieve it and go on,
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Regardless of initial amnesia, continue for all subjects:
All right, now listen carefully to my words. Now you can remember
everything. Would you please tell me again everything that happened since
you began looking at the target?
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Indicate target with gesture. Record responses as verbatim as
possible, preserving the order of mention but not probing for order.
When subject reaches an impasse, probe gently until a further impasse
is reached.
Score + if subject recalls both three or fewer critical items (Items #1-
#11) on the initial amnesia test, and two or more additional critical
items after administration of the reversibility cue.
If the optional recognition test of amnesia was used as well as the standard
recall test, count for the reversibility criterion only those new items which were
not recognized during the test of initial amnesia.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Optional Instructions for Recognition Test Do Not Use Unless Specifically
Instructed to Do So Then hand the subject the sheet containing the SHSS:C
recognition test marked "POST", and a pen or pencil.
Again, this sheet of paper lists some things that you may have been asked to
experience during hypnosis. Please make a check mark next to each item
you were asked to experience, whether or not you actually experienced it.
Check only those things that you were asked to experience, but please check
everything you remember, regardless of whether you checked it before.
For all subjects, terminate with the postexperimental inquiry.
POST-EXPERIMENTAL INTERVIEW
Note: Do not inquire into any items that were omitted.
Obligatory
How did the session go today?
How did this experience compare to the last time you were hypnotized?
How about when it was suggested that there was something heavy in your
hand? How did that compare to last time?
And how about the mosquito suggestion? How did it compare to the fly
suggestion last time?
Optional
What about the dream?
About the suggestion that you were going back to elementary school.
What did that experience feel like?
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Did you really feel like you were that age? Probe gently for details.
Did you have any sense of your adult identity at any time during the
experience?
Probe gently for details.
At the end it was suggested that you would change chairs when I picked up a
pencil from the pencil well. What was that like?
Did you feel any urge to change chairs, or move around?
Did you remember having been given the suggestion at the time?
If yes: How did you feel about responding?
And there was also a suggestion that you would have difficulty remembering
the things that you experienced while you were hypnotized. What was it like
to remember things right after you came out of hypnosis? How real was the
forgetting to you? Did you really forget any of the suggestions?
If recognition test administered: When I gave you the long list of
suggestions, what was it like to choose which ones you had been asked to
experience? When you said "yes" to an item, indicating that you recognized
it, did you actually remember being asked to do that thing, or did it just
somehow "ring a bell" with you, or what?
What happened after I said "Now you can remember everything". Did
anything change then?
Obligatory
Do you have any other comments about your experiences during hypnosis?
In response, debrief subject.
Do you have any other comments or questions about the experiment?
Handle all comments and questions. Then ascertain subject's
willingness to return for further experiments.
